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Abstract
Frequency Monitoring Network (FNET) is an Internet‐based, wide‐area phasor
measurement system that collects power system data using Frequency Disturbance
Recorders (FDRs) that are installed at the distribution level. The FNET data center
enables the monitoring of bulk power systems, and provides wide‐area situational
awareness and disturbance analysis for understanding power system disturbances and
system operations. Therefore, the data center plays a very critical role in the entire
FNET system framework.
In recent years, many potential challenges brought by the rapid expansion of the
FNET system have underlined the importance of designing the next‐generation FNET
data center. More discussions about the motivation and guidelines to design the next‐
generation FNET data center will be presented in Chapter 2, along with a brief
introduction of the new infrastructure composing of multiple data storage and
application layers. A distributed alarming agent that communicates between real‐time
applications and near‐real‐time applications is discussed in detail. Chapter 3 proposes
the data storage solutions for FNET time‐series measurement data, configuration data
and analysis records. Chapter 4 addresses the challenges of the real‐time application
development. The algorithm, configuration parameters and data processing procedures
of the real‐time event detection, oscillation detection, and islanding detection are
presented in detail. Chapter 5 introduces the implementation of the FNET map‐based
web display using the measurement data feed provided by the openHistorian data
publisher service.
Besides contributing to the situation awareness applications, the researches
presented here explore novel data analysis perspectives to investigate power grids’
vi

behavior. Chapter 6 introduces a frequency distribution probability calculation method,
applies this method to frequency measurement data from 2005‐2013 collected by the
FNET system, investigates the distribution probability of frequency data over North
American and also worldwide power grids, and compares the distribution patterns
during different years, seasons, days of a week and periods of a day. Chapter 7 presents
a solution method to produce replay videos based on FDRs’ normalized voltage
magnitude data and investigates the voltage magnitude pattern changes over the
Eastern Interconnection (EI) during events and days by using historical FNET
measurement data.
Conclusions and possible future research topics are given in Chapter 8.
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1 Frequency Monitoring Network (FNET)
1.1 Introduction
FNET is an Internet‐based, wide‐area phasor measurement system that collects
power system data using low‐cost, high‐accuracy Frequency Disturbance Recorders
(FDRs), which are a single phase version of the phasor measurement unit (PMU) [1]‐[4].
Since 2004, FNET has been providing researchers with valuable synchrophasor data
collected by FDRs in North American and worldwide power grids.
Each FDR measures voltage phase angle, amplitude, and frequency from ordinary
120‐V electrical outlets. With the precise timing information provided by the Global
Positioning System, the FDR is able to compute the frequency and phase angle of the
voltage signal accurately at 100‐ms intervals. These measurements are then
timestamped and transmitted to a phasor data concentrator (PDC) at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville for data processing and long‐term storage. Currently, the FNET
system consists of around 150 FDRs installed in the United States and another 50
installed worldwide. Figure 1‐1 shows the locations of all the FDRs deployed in North
America.
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Figure 1‐1 Map of FDR locations in North America

A variety of applications based on this collected data have been developed to
observe power system problems, such as real‐time event and oscillation detection, event
location estimation, animated event visualization, and forensic authentication of digital
evidence [5]‐[14].

1.2 Overview of the FNET Framework
Figure 1‐2 demonstrates the FNET system framework. Phasor measurements from
the North American power grids are collected by widely installed FDRs, and are
transmitted via the Internet to the FNET data center for processing and long‐term data
storage.
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Figure 1‐2 The Frequency Monitoring Network (FNET) Framework

The data center plays a critical role in the entire FNET system framework since the
FDR measurement data are concentrated and processed here. Physically, the FNET data
center is composed of several dedicated servers including a data server, application
server, web server, and backup server. Functionally, the data center can be treated as a
multi‐layer data management system as shown in Figure 1‐3.

Figure 1‐3 Hierarchical Structure of FNET Data Center
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The top layer is the FNET data concentrator, which can be seen as the intermediate
interface between the FDRs and other layers in the FNET system. In the data
concentrator, FDR measurements are extracted from the network data package,
interpreted, error‐checked, time‐aligned, and then streamed into different layers for
real‐time applications and data storage.
The second layer of the data center hierarchy is composed of the real‐time
application agent and the data storage agent. The real‐time application agent is
composed of various real‐time applications, e.g. the frequency monitoring interface,
event detection, and oscillation detection, etc. The function of the data storage agent is
to simply receive and archive the FDR records for later use.
The third layer is the non‐real‐time application agent. Applications implemented in
this layer operate on previously stored data rather than real‐time streaming data.
Examples of applications in this layer include event visualization, event analysis,
oscillation modal analysis, and several different kinds of web services.

1.3 Organization of Study
Chapter 2 discusses the motivation and guidelines to design the next‐generation
FNET data center and proposes the new infrastructure of the FNET data center
composing of multiple data storage and application layers. The distributed system
design is discussed in details. Also, this chapter introduces various kinds of software
testing that are performed on the next‐generation data center.
Chapter 3 proposes the data storage solutions for FNET time‐series measurement
data, configuration data and analysis records. The decision making process for choosing
the time‐series data storage solution is discussed along with detailed information about
the features of the Historian. The MySQL database design is proposed to eliminate the
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redundancy of the current database structure and improve the performance and quality
of the configuration management of the FNET system.
Chapter 4 addresses the challenges and implementation of the real‐time application
development. The algorithm, configuration parameters and data processing procedures
of the real‐time event detection, oscillation detection and islanding detection are
presented in details.
Chapter 5 introduces the design and implementation of the FNET interactive map‐
based web display using the measurement data feed provided by the openHistorian
data publisher service.
Chapter 6 introduces a frequency distribution probability calculation method,
applies this method to frequency measurement data from 2005‐2013 collected by the
FNET system, investigates the distribution probability of frequency data over North
American and also worldwide power grids, and compares the distribution patterns
during different years, seasons, days of a week and periods of a day. Moreover, analysis
results of frequency extrema are presented to complete the frequency distribution
discussion.
Chapter 7 presents a solution method to produce replay videos based on FDRs’
normalized voltage magnitude data, and investigates the voltage magnitude pattern
changes over the Eastern Interconnection (EI) during events and days by using archived
data.
Chapter 8 discusses the conclusion and future work for this work.
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2 Next Generation FNET System Data Center
2.1 Motivation and Guidelines for the Next‐Generation FNET System
2.1.1 Motivation
Designing a new system infrastructure with better extensibility, maintainability, and
modularity is driven by the potential development of the FNET system in the following
four aspects.
First, since various organizations and countries have expressed interest in using FDRs
to monitor their power systems, the number of FDRs comprising the FNET system has
been growing at a remarkable speed. The rapid increase in the number of FDRs will
increase both the amount of data collected each day and the number of parallel threads
that write the real‐time streaming data to the database. However, the Microsoft Access
database currently used for data storage by the FNET system is not designed for storing
large amounts of real‐time streaming data, and does not perform efficiently and reliably
for high‐stress, high‐concurrency server applications. Moreover, the high frequency of
memory accesses generated by the current server program will cause certain memory
bottlenecks. Also, since the current FNET server program allocates several buffers for
each FDR for real‐time data processing and triggering applications, memory bottlenecks
may appear due to the excessive consumption of memory caused by the increasing
number of buffers. More robust solutions for data storage and real‐time multi‐threaded
programming are therefore needed.
Second, with the demand in the field of Wide Area Measurement Systems,
technologies have been developed to tackle phenomena that affect grid reliability and
threaten the normal operation of the power system. Various applications developed for
the FNET system provide wide‐area situational awareness and disturbance analysis to
power system researchers, operators, customers, and policy‐makers. Yet, innovative
6

new tools will likely be created in the future for power system monitoring, protection
and control. Thus, it is vitally important to have a system design that can provide (1)
simplicity of adding new functional modules, (2) possibility of customizing certain
features for special requirements with few, if any, changes to the source code, and (3)
ease of enabling or disabling functionalities according to particular needs of different
grids and organizations.
Third, worldwide FDR deployment enables the application of FNET situational
awareness tools to grids in other countries. Since different power grids exhibit distinct
system characteristics, particularly in their frequency response, different configuration
parameters are needed for the various tools. Thus, the future FNET system design
should ease the process of customizing and applying the FNET applications to grids
with different system behaviors.
Finally, in addition to FDRs, the future FNET system should be able to collect and
utilize measurement data from a variety of other sources, such as PMUs and virtual
devices.

2.1.2 Guidelines
Based on the motivations for future improvements of the FNET system, the following
aspects of software design theory have been followed as guidelines for designing the
future infrastructure.
1) Extensibility: New capabilities can be added to the FNET system without major
changes to the underlying architecture or to the current source code.
2) Maintainability: Because the FNET system holds many real‐time and near real‐time
applications with very complex algorithms requiring many configuration
parameters and files, the new design should enable the users to (1) easily
understand which configuration parameters to tune for a particular requirement,
7

and (2) effortlessly change them without changing the source code and recompiling
the software.
Additionally, the future FNET system should be able to generate accurate and
intuitive log files, which will provide useful information for troubleshooting
purposes.
3) Modularity. The FNET system should be divided into several independent modules,
which could be (1) implemented and tested individually before being integrated into
the system, and (2) later changed in isolation without interfering each other. This
also leads to better maintainability.
4) Robustness: The FNET system should be able to operate under stress and tolerate
unpredictable or invalid input.

2.2 Basic Infrastructure of the Next Generation FNET Data Center

Figure 2‐1 Infrastructure of the Next‐Generation FNET Server
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The next generation FNET system (1) collects the measurement data encoded in
different protocols from multiple types of devices, (2) archives those data for long‐term
data storage, (3) applies real‐time detection and calculation for situational awareness,
(4) performs analysis on power system disturbances in near real‐time, (5) generates
corresponding data plots, reports and alerting emails for different parties. Figure 2‐1
shows the modular design of the future FNET system. The dashed lines represent
potential data flows, while the solid lines indicate the functional relationship between
different applications.
The FNET system consists of the data storage layer and the application layer.
Application layer contains real‐time applications and near‐real‐time applications. Data
storage layer contains Historian and MySQL database. Historian is used to archive all
coming time‐series phasor measurements (currently only FDR measurements) and
provide data for near‐real‐time applications and all other offline data analysis tools.
MySQL is used to store the location and configuration information of all the devices, all
the configuration parameters of real‐time applications, and records of the analysis
results of event, oscillation and other power system faults generated by the near‐real‐
time analysis tools.

2.3 FNET Distributed Alarming System Design

Figure 2‐2 Illustration for the Purpose of the Alarming Agent
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As soon as a real‐time application detects any disturbance, this application needs to
notify the near‐real‐time applications, local or remotely distributed, with the
information about time, location, triggering devices and many other factors for further
analysis.
For each event that is triggered, the event analyzer needs to be notified and
provided with the event time information and measurement data during the event
happening time. Based on the event time information and measurement data, the event
analyzer will perform (1) the event type determination (generation trip or load
shedding), (2) the event amount estimation, (3) event location estimation with power
grid border checking, (4) generation plant and pumped storage unit estimation, and (5)
reliability coordinator region identification.

10

(a) Generation Trip in EI

(b) Load Shedding in EI
Figure 2‐3 Screenshot of Event Report Examples of Generation Trip and Load Shedding in
the Eastern Interconnection
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Every time an oscillation is triggered, the oscillation analyzer will to be called to
perform basic oscillation magnitude analysis and oscillation mode analysis using the
Matrix Pencil algorithm.

Figure 2‐4 Screenshot of Part of Oscillation Report Example

In sum, a communication mechanism should be designed to notify the execution of
near‐real‐time applications with the relevant triggering time and prepare the
measurement

dataset

for

the

near‐real‐time

12

analysis

programs.

Since

the

communication mechanism is the bridge between those two types of applications, it is
important to make it scalable, extensible and having high performance.

2.3.1 Design Guidelines
Four guidelines need to be followed in order to guarantee the performance and
scalability of the next‐generation data center.
1. Effective data exchange
Different kinds of information are expected to be passed to near‐real‐time
applications. This information includes the types of triggering, the triggering time,
power grid information, and measurement dataset of a particular time period.
Therefore, the communication mechanism is required to have effective data exchange
method to make sure all the information can be passed accurately and without data
loss.
2. Independent execution
Both real‐time triggers and near‐real‐time applications have multiple complex
functionality modules, so there is a certain level of possibility that they could throw out
exception, could not finish execution or even crash. It is important that the new design
can isolate the failure of one program from the other.
3. Distributed Design
For future extensibility, the communication mechanism should be designed for a
distributed system. This way the real‐time applications and near‐real‐time applications
can be installed in different computers. This will allow the growing number of
applications, because they will not compete for computer resources.
4. Parallel computing taking advantage of multi‐core CPU
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Nowadays, computer CPUs are designed and manufactured to have high
computational power using the multi‐core infrastructure. However, in order to take full
advantage of this infrastructure, the communication agent has to be designed to assign
programs explicitly to different cores to achieve parallel computing.

2.3.2 Program Structure

Figure 2‐5 Program Infrastructure of the Distributed Alarming Agent

Once the event or oscillation is triggered, the trigger applications will call the
Trigger Multicast Sender DLL to send the type, time and power grids of triggering via
the Internet using User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is one of the core members of the Internet
protocol suite (the set of network protocols used for the Internet). With UDP, computer
applications can send messages, in this case referred to as datagrams, to other hosts on
an Internet Protocol (IP) network without prior communications to set up special
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transmission channels or data paths [36]. UDP uses a simple transmission model with a
minimum of protocol mechanism [37]. It has no handshaking dialogues, and thus
exposes any unreliability of the underlying network protocol to the userʹs program.
UDP is suitable for purposes where error checking and correction is either not necessary
or is performed in the application, avoiding the overhead of such processing at the
network interface level. Time‐sensitive applications often use UDP because dropping
packets is preferable to waiting for delayed packets, which may not be an option in a
real‐time system [38]. If error correction facilities are needed at the network interface
level, an application may use the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), which are designed for this purpose. Since the
trigger message should be sent in real‐time, UDP is selected in this situation.
Trigger Multicast Receiver is designed to interpret the Internet package sent by the
Sender and further push the calls for corresponding near‐real‐time applications in the
priority queue. This queue is used to guarantee user control over the sequence of
execution. At the same time, the Receiver sends request, containing length of data, type
of data needed to the openHistorian database for data dump.
When the scheduler is ready to process the call of an application in the priority
queue, the application is loaded using the Application Loader and assigned to a specific
core of the CPU for execution. Meanwhile, the measurement dataset is being extracted
from the openHistorian database for further analysis. Once the dataset is ready, the
Data Dump module will notify the Application Loader. The analysis programs can then
run immediately using the extracted measurement data.
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Figure 2‐6 Screenshot of the Console Interface of the Alarming Agent

2.4 Software Testing
Next‐generation FNET data center contains a relatively large number of
applications, functional and logic modules and interfaces. Therefore, it is important to
perform different software tests to make sure the successful and accurate execution of
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individual modules, interfaces, and all the modules together under different operating
conditions.

2.4.1 Unit/Component Testing
Unit/component testing refers to tests that verify the functionality of a specific
section of code is working as expected. Multiple unit tests are designed for each
important function module of FNET data center applications.to catch marginal cases or
other branches. Real‐time measurement data introduces many complex data conditions,
such as missing data, delayed data, and problematic data. Therefore, it is important to
make sure all the possible exceptions can be captured and all the possible conditions are
taken into consideration, especially for the real‐time data processing. The function
module can be the smallest testable part of an application, an individual method as well
as an entire module. Unit test are applied to functional modules of each real‐time
application, the distributed alarming agent and each near‐real‐time application. Unit
testing can identify and prevent defect early to reduce the risk and time of the future
steps of software development. Also, by testing the parts of a program first, it makes
testing the sum of its parts, integration testing become much easier.

2.4.2 Integration Testing
During integration testing, individual software modules are combined and tested as
a group. Integration testing takes as its input modules that have been unit tested,
groups them in larger aggregates, applies tests defined in an integration test plan to
those aggregates, and delivers as its output the integrated system ready for system
testing. The purpose of integration testing is to verify whether the inputs and outputs of
all the components interact correctly. Integration testing has been applied to test the
interaction between the distributed alarming agent and near‐real‐time applications
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using an event/oscillation simulator. Also, the integration of real‐time applications and
Trigger Multicast Sender is tested.

2.4.3 System Testing
System testing of the entire FNET data center is also performed on a complete and
integrated system level, in order to evaluate whether every component can work
correctly together and eventually generate accurate event and oscillation reports.
System testing takes, as its input, all of the ʺintegratedʺ software components that have
passed integration testing discussed in section 2.4.2 and also the software system itself
integrated with the hardware system. System testing falls within the scope of black box
testing, and as such, should require no knowledge of the inner design of the code or
logic. The purpose of integration testing is to detect any inconsistencies between the
software units that are integrated together (called assemblages) or between any of
the assemblages and the hardware. System testing is a more limited type of testing; it
seeks to detect defects both within the ʺinter‐assemblagesʺ and also within the system as
a whole.
In addition, the system testing should ensure that the entire FNET data center
system does not also destroy or partially corrupt its operating environment or cause
other processes within that environment to become inoperative. This may include not
corrupting shared memory, not consuming or locking up excessive resources and
leaving any parallel processes unharmed by its presence.
Since the FNET data center is a real‐time software system, the system testing is
performed online in the real‐time condition.
2.4.3.1

Compatibility Testing

A common cause of software failure is a lack of its compatibility with other
application software, operating systems, or target environments that differ greatly from
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the original. For example, in the case of a lack of backward compatibility, this can occur
because the programmers develop and test software only on the latest version of the
target environment, which not all users may be running. This can result in the
unintended consequence that the latest work may not function on earlier versions of the
target environment, or on older hardware that earlier versions of the target
environment was capable of using. Sometimes such issues can be fixed by installing
proper redistributable package. Also, if a program is combined as a 64bit application, it
will fail to directly call a Dynamic Link Library that is combined for a 32bit platform.
For the data center applications, several incompatibility situations have been corrected
during the testing.
2.4.3.2

Performance Testing

Performance testing is generally executed to determine how a system or sub‐system
performs in terms of responsiveness and stability under a particular workload. It can
also serve to investigate, measure, validate or verify other quality attributes of the
system, such as scalability, reliability and resource usage.
Since the FNET data center is a real‐time system, all the tasks have strict timing
constraints. It is important to make sure the tasks can complete or can be forced to
terminate before deadlines.
Load testing is primarily concerned with testing that the system can continue to
operate under a specific load, whether that be large quantities of data or a large number
of users. This is generally referred to as software scalability. The related load testing
activity of when performed as a non‐functional activity is often referred to as endurance
testing. Stress testing is a way to test reliability under unexpected or rare workloads. A
unusual number of oscillations are simulated to test whether the system can operate in
a relatively extreme condition.
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Stability testing (often referred to as load or endurance testing) checks to see if the
software can continuously function well in or above an acceptable period. Since the
openHistorian software is the platform that both real‐time applications and the
database applications are run on, it is important that openHistorian shows good
performance in terms of the memory and CPU usage in a long term. Therefore, we
monitor the memory and CPU usage of the openHistorian software while keeping it
running non‐stop for 2 weeks.
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3 FNET System Data Storage Solution
3.1 FNET Time‐series Measurement Data Storage
The measurement data collected by the FNET system is an extremely valuable
asset for power system behavior analysis and post‐event playback, thus it is significant
to select a robust and reliable database management system (DBMS) to store those
measurements. Based on the features and requirement of the FNET system data
analysis applications, several criteria are established to evaluate various kinds of
DBMSs to determine which one is the most appropriate choice for the FNET System
data storage solution.

3.1.1 Criteria
1. Ability to filter high‐concurrency time‐series data operation and handle high‐
volume data.
The sampling rate of FDR is 10Hz and it may become even higher in the future.
And there are currently 200 FDRs installed in North American power grids and
worldwide. This number is expected to increase in a rapid speed in the near future.
Currently, the size of FDR measurement data of all the devices in Access database is
more than 6GB per day. Therefore, the database must be able to handle thousands of
writes per second and the expansion speed of data size in multiple GBs per day.
2. Have useful APIs to access, analyze and visualize real‐time and historian data in
different ways.
It is crucial for the FNET system users to extract and visualize both the historical
and real‐time measurement data to perform near‐real‐time and offline data analyses
and to plot measurement data in an intuitive fashion to spot certain types of events or
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abnormal behaviors. Therefore, the chosen DBMS must have sufficient APIs for
different platforms to perform such tasks.
3. Be simple to do database design/data modeling.
A good database design that can guarantee data integrity, good extensibility and no
redundancy is very important for an ever‐growing database. Since we do not have a
professional trained team for database administration, it is important that the data
modeling for the chosen database is very straightforward.
4. Have light workload for management and maintenance.
A lot of the DBMSs can meet the previous three criteria. However, most of them
require administrators with special training to do daily or even hourly monitoring
management and maintenance work to make sure the DBMS can operate properly
under high‐concurrency and high‐volume, such as creating index and partitions. The
focus of our research is on the power system rather than database. Therefore, the chosen
DBMS should not require a lot of workload for database administration.
5. Provide an easy back‐up solution for vast‐size time‐series data
Backup is not an issue for small database. However, for a database that keeps
growing at several GBs per day, the simplicity to backup becomes very critical.

3.1.2 DBMS Comparison
While looking for the next‐generation data storage solution, several relational
DBMSs and NoSQL databases, which include SQL server, MySQL, MongoDB, and
Cassandra, have been taken into consideration. After evaluating all the candidates with
the criteria discussed above, openHistorian is chosen to be the best option.
First, openHistorian supports high‐speed writing of time‐series data, stores them to
the historian instantly, and makes the data available to users in real‐time. These features
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are ideal for the FNET system. As for relational database, SQL server will generate GB‐
level of logs per day if the writing speed is over 2000 inserts per second. MySQL’s data
guard system (logging) could not support more than 1500 inserts per second.
Second, OpenHistorian is an open source solution, which provides useful APIs that
can be customized for data display of real‐time and historical data, web‐based data
access and remote historian data extraction.
Third, relational DBMSs demand heavy workload of maintenance. Taken MySQL
for example, it is considered to be lightweight version of Oracle and is most Internet
companies’ first choice for transactional database. However, while MySQL database is
larger than 200GBs, it requires additional maintenance effort, such as building a lookup
table and partition. In order to achieve extensibility with MySQL, the Internet
companies have to use a lot of MySQL databases and use database sharding to achieve
better performance. However, since openHistorian is specially designed for time‐series
measurement data and composes of binary files served as database partitions, no
additional effort has to be done to manage the database.
Fourth, a major challenge for storing vast‐size time‐series data is the complexity to
back up the database.

Most of the Relational Database Management System and

NoSQL database, which are frequently considered as solutions for time‐series data,
requires additional software solutions and training for the backup task. OpenHistorian
uses historian archive files as its data storage solution, which enables the data backup as
easy as “copy‐and‐paste”.

3.1.3 Extraction and Visualization Tools for openHistorian
Figure 3‐1 shows the visualization tool for real‐time and historical FNET
measurement. This tool makes it easy to observe any abnormal data condition and
power system events. From the frequency and relative angle plots in Figure 3‐1, it is
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very obvious to see that the device of the purple line is islanding from the rest of the
Eastern Interconnection.

Figure 3‐1 FNET Realtime Measurement Visualization Tool

Figure 3‐2 shows the user interface of the historian extraction tool. By specifying the
IP address of the historian server, any FNET user can remotely extract FNET
measurement data based on their custom‐defined fields, time window and format.
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Figure 3‐2 FNET Historian Data Extraction Tool

3.2 FNET Configuration Database Design
3.2.1 Motivation
First, current configurations are spread out in different formats including MySQL
database, text files and Excel files. Moreover, all these configurations have a lot of
redundancy. As a result, in order to add or change one single piece of information,
more than one source is required to be updated manually. This could easily lead to
inconsistency of the information due to human intervention.
Second, current database holds different kinds of information in one single schema.
This way the information is not well organized. It is necessary to split all the
information into different schema based on the functionality and purpose of the tables.
Third, some of the table names and column names of current database are not
straightforward. It is hard to understand what they are used for or represent based on
their name. It is important to carefully design the table names and column names to
speak for the information they hold without reading an extra documentation.
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3.2.2 Information

Figure 3‐3 Content Lists of the FNET Configuration Database

The configuration information includes FDR device related information,
historical event and oscillation detection records, power plant information for event
location estimation, and information regarding event and oscillation alert subscription.
The most important part is all the information regarding the FDRs, which
includes (1) geographic information of FDRs, (2) the information of contacts hosting the
FDRs, (3) the information of organizations purchasing the FDRs, (4) detailed hardware
and firmware information of the FDRs, (5) shipping and setup status of the FDRs, and
(6) monitoring status of the FDRs regarding different kinds of applications.
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3.2.3 Design Guidelines
The configuration database for the next‐generation FNET data center should merge
all the information that is previously stored in MySQL database, text files and Excel
files. To achieve a good database design, database normalization process is applied to
the information discussed in the section 3.2.2.
Database normalization is the process of efficiently organizing the fields and tables
in a relational database. There are two goals of the normalization process: eliminating
redundant data (e.g., storing the same data in more than one table) and ensuring data
dependencies make sense (only storing related data in a table). The objective is to isolate
data so that additions, deletions, and modifications of a field can be made in just one
table and then propagated through the rest of the database using the defined
relationships.
The database community has developed a series of guidelines for ensuring that
databases are normalized. These are referred to as normal forms and are numbered
from one (the lowest form of normalization, referred to as first normal form or 1NF)
through five (fifth normal form or 5NF). For the design of the FNET configuration
database, 1NF, 2NF and 3NF are applied.
First normal form (1NF) sets the very basic rules for an organized database. A
relation is in first normal form if the domain of each attribute contains only atomic
values, and the value of each attribute contains only a single value from that domain.
Applying 1NF to the database design can (1) eliminate duplicative columns from the
same table and (2) create separate tables for each group of related data and identify
each row with a unique column or set of columns (the primary key)
Second normal form (2NF) further addresses the concept of removing duplicative
data. A table is in 2NF if and only if it is in 1NF and every non‐prime attribute of the
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table is dependent on the whole of a candidate key. Applying 2NF can (1) meet all the
requirements of the first normal form, (2) remove subsets of data that apply to multiple
rows of a table and place them in separate tables, and (3) create relationships between
these new tables and their predecessors through the use of foreign keys.
Third normal form (3NF) goes one large step further by (1) meeting all the
requirements of the second normal form and (2) removing columns that are
not dependent upon the primary key.
Another important feature that needs to use in the FNET database is to make the
usage of the views to connect columns in different tables together and to provide
customized information for applications.

3.2.4 Data Models of Configuration Database
The data models of three main schemas in the configuration database are shown
below.
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Figure 3‐4 Data Model of FDR Schema in the FNET Configuration Database
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Figure 3‐5 Data Model of Email Schema in the FNET Configuration Database
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Figure 3‐6 Data Model of Fnetapp Schema in the FNET Configuration Database
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4 FNET System Real‐time Applications
4.1 Overview of FNET Real‐time Applications
The

real‐time

applications

are

implemented

by

customizing

the

Input/Action/Output Interface Adapters of the Grid Solutions Framework (GSF), which
is also the foundation of openHistorian.

Figure 4‐1 Illustration of Input/Action/Output Adapters Relationship

Input adapter in GSF interprets streams of raw data from different data sources
(e.g. FDR, PMU, or a virtual device) using their native protocols (e.g. FNET, IEEE
C37.118) and assigns a timestamp and ID to the parsed measurement. After processing
through the input adapter, the data can be passed to action adapters and output
adapters.
The action adapter filters and sorts measurement by time and takes action on a
synchronized set of data. By extending the action adapter as a base class, FNET real‐
time applications are compiled in the form of dynamic‐link libraries (DLLs) separately.
Compared with combining all real‐time applications in one executable file, using
independent DLLs (1) makes the applications easily deployable if requested by other
parties, (2) enables different grids or organizations to customize the configurations by
specifying the connection string parameters of DLLs according to their own
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requirements, and (3) makes it possible for the developers to change the functionalities
of one single application without interfering with others.
The real‐time triggers, which extend the action adapter base class, include event
trigger, oscillation trigger, islanding trigger and line trip trigger. These triggers have
different connection strings from each other, which hold several parameters for users to
customize based on different power grids or requirements. The openHistorian Manager
has a user interface to customize the connection strings, as shown in Figure 4‐2. Also
these connection strings can be modified directly from the table “customactionadapter”
of the database “openHistorian” in MySQL, as shown in Figure 4‐3. The connection
string of the event trigger of the Eastern Interconnection is shown in Table 4‐1 as an
example. The parameters of a trigger’s connection string are the combination of the
connection string parameters defined in this trigger and the ones defined in the action
adapter base class, such as LeadTime, LagTime, inputMeasurementKeys, and FramesPerSecond.
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Figure 4‐2 Screen shot of “Manage Custom Action Adapters” Interface

Figure 4‐3 Screen shot of the Customactionadapter Table in the MySQL Database
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Table 4‐1 Connection String Parameters of the Event Trigger of the Eastern
Interconnection
inputMeasurementKeys

={FILTER ActiveMeasurements WHERE SignalType = ʹʹFREQʹʹ AND
InterconnectionID = 1 And EventTriggerMonitored = 1}

MonitoredPowerGrid

=EI

EventAmountCutoffThreshold

=100

FramesPerSecond

=10

LagTime

=20

LeadTime

=10

AlarmProhibitPeriod

=20

AnalysisInterval

=1

AnalysisWindowSize

=5

ConsecutiveDetections

=2

EstimateTriggerThreshold

=0.0033

MinimumValidChannels

=3

PowerEstimateRatio

=25010.0

VotedDeviceThreshold

=2

VotingPeriod

=4

allowSortsByArrival

=false

ignoreBadTimestamps

=false

The local historian and remote historian DLLs extend the output adapter base class
and compress incoming measurement data into the local or remote historian archive
files.

4.2 Basic Connection Strings and Key Base Methods
4.2.1 Basic Connecting Strings
Once the adapter has been fully loaded from the database, the ConnectionString
property can be used to access the connection string that was defined for it. However,
the system also parses the connection string and places the key‐value pairs into a
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Dictionary. Most of these connection strings are also used in other kinds of PDCs as
well.
inputMeasurementKeys defines the input measurements for the adapter. The adapter
can then determine whether a given measurement was explicitly entered as an input
measurement. It can be defined by listing the exact name of the measurement or by
using the filter expression on the view ActiveMeasurement of the openHistorian
schema (e.g. {FILTER ActiveMeasurements WHERE SignalType = ʹʹFREQʹʹ AND
InterconnectionID = 1 And EventTriggerMonitored = 1}).
framesPerSecond determines how many frames are published by the action adapter
each second.
lagTime defines the maximum time, in seconds, that the action adapter will wait for
new measurements to arrive before publishing the frame. The value must be greater
than zero, but it can be less than one for sub‐second tolerances.
leadTime defines the maximum time, in seconds, that the action adapter will tolerate
for measurements that arrive with a future timestamp as compared to ʺreal‐timeʺ ‐‐ a
relative term based on the value of useLocalClockAsRealTime. The leadTime value is also
applied as the +/‐ tolerance of the local clock to estimate real‐time when
useLocalClockAsRealTime is false. The value must be greater than zero, but it can be less
than one for sub‐second tolerances. If the leadTime is set too short (relative to the
accuracy of the local clock), measurements may be unnecessarily discarded. However, if
the local clock is very accurate, and accordingly use LocalClockAsRealTime is set true, this
number should be very small, e.g., 0.1.
useLocalClockAsRealTime indicates whether to use the local clock as real‐time or to
instead use the timestamp of the latest received measurement. This should only be set
to true if the local system clock time is derived by GPS or otherwise very accurately
synchronized to real‐time. The accuracy of the local clock time relative to GPS‐time
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determines the needed value for the leadTime setting. There is less processing involved
when useLocalClockAsRealTime is set true, so having the local system clock synchronized
with GPS represents a system optimization.
ignoreBadTimestamps

determines

if

bad

timestamps

(as

determined

by

measurementʹs timestamp quality) should be ignored when sorting measurements.
Setting this property to true forces system to use timestamps as‐is without checking
quality. If this property is true, it will supersede operation of allowSortsByArrival.
allowSortsByArrival indicates whether measurements with bad timestamps should
instead be sorted by their arrival time. If this property is true, any incoming
measurement with a bad timestamp quality will be sorted according to its arrival time
(i.e., real‐time). Setting this property to false will cause all measurements with a bad
timestamp quality to be discarded. This property will only be considered
when ignoreBadTimestamps is false.
allowPreemptivePublishing defines the flag that allows system to preemptively
publish frames before the lag time expires assuming all expected data have arrived.

4.2.2 Key Methods
Figure 4‐4 shows the relationship between major classes, examples of their
connection strings and their key methods.
Initialize() method can be overridden by custom action adapter classes to initialize
user‐definable settings. This method is called by the system after the connection string
has been set and the settings have been parsed. Once the adapter has been fully loaded
from the database, the connection string is parsed and the key‐value pairs are placed in
a Dictionary known as the Settings property.
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Figure 4‐4 Simplified Class Diagram of the FNET Realtime Triggers

QueueMeasurementsForProcessing(IEnumerable<IMeasurement>)

should

not

be

overridden in most cases. However, it can be overridden in order to provide a custom
filter for measurements that have entered the system. Any measurement sent to the
SortMeasurements() method will be processed by the action adapter (assuming the
measurements have a valid timestamp). An example of using this method will be
discussed in the section 4.7. The real‐time situational awareness algorithms on real‐
time measurements are implemented in PublishFrame(IFrame) function.

4.3 Challenges of Real‐time Application Development
Several challenges need to be addressed for the development of the real‐time
triggers.
1. Since each real‐time trigger is a multi‐threaded component, the code of each
trigger needs to guarantee thread safety.
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Thread safety is a computer programming concept applicable in the context
of multi‐threaded programs. A piece of code is thread‐safe if it only manipulates shared
data structures in a manner that guarantees safe execution by multiple threads at the
same time. The newest version of C# language has several data structures that supports
thread safety. For example, ConcurrentDictionary<TKey, TValue> represents a thread‐
safe collection of key/value pairs that can be accessed by multiple threads concurrently.
However, if the content of a ConcurrentDictionary(the data type of TValue) is a not‐
thread‐safe data structure (e.g. List<T>), the content itself(e.g. List<T>) needs extra lock
to synchronize access even though ConcurrentDictionary is thread‐safe.
2. It is always very complicated to process real‐time data for the triggers. Various
data conditions need to be properly handled.
1) Missing data/delayed data:
Due to hardware failure or Internet delay, some devices may stop sending data for
a certain time or pause data every few seconds before sending them. Some mechanism
needs to be set in the triggers’ algorithm to check if there hasn’t been data coming in
from a certain device for a while or if the data received from the device is too old to
contribute to the real‐time triggers’ decision making process. If such conditions are
spotted, certain data structure needs to be cleared to make sure the trigger algorithm
only monitors the fresh new data set.
2) Problematic data
Some devices may send out problematic data with certain kinds of hardware error.
This way the triggers can still receive continuous data streams, but the data does not
reflect the real system conditions any more. Figure 4‐5 shows an example of such
situation. This kind of data needs to be spotted and ruled out so that it will not mislead
the trigger program to cause false‐triggering. Thus, some mechanism needs to be
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implemented in the trigger algorithm to check this kind of abrupt data jumps and clear
relevant data buffers.

Figure 4‐5 Example of Problematic Measurement due to Hardware Issue

Since the absolute FNET phase angle measurement cannot reveal disturbance
dynamics as directly as frequency measurement, several data processing steps need to
be taken in order to extract dynamic information from wide‐area angle measurement:
angle data unwrapping and relative angle data calculation. More details about these
steps can be found in the section 4.5.
3. Secure parameter exchange between different triggers.
In power system, different kinds of scenarios, such as generation trip, line trip, and
oscillation, can be related. For example, a line trip can always cause oscillation.
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Therefore, the finding of one real‐time trigger can be used for another trigger. For
instance, once a device is islanding from the rest of the interconnection, the frequency
measurement of this device also shows very obvious oscillation signature, which may
cause false‐alarming of the oscillation trigger. Therefore, when the islanding trigger
detects an islanding situation, it needs to pass the device information to the oscillation
trigger process to forbid this device from oscillation voting. It is important to handle
this situation securely.

4.4 Event Trigger
4.4.1 Overview of Power System Frequency Event
Figure 4‐6 displays the typical generation trip events in EI, WECC systems. Besides
the generation trips, frequency disturbances caused by load shedding could also evoke
a positive response from this module. Figure 4‐7 displays a load shedding event in EI.
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(a) Generation Trip in EI

(b) Generation Trip in WECC
Figure 4‐6 Examples of Generation Trip in North America Power Grid
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Figure 4‐7 Example of Load Shedding in the Eastern Interconnection

The frequency event trigger application detects generator trip and load shedding by
continuously monitoring the incoming frequency data. Theoretically, frequency should
be identical throughout a synchronized interconnection. This module uses rate of
frequency change (df/dt) as an indicator of power system disturbances. The illustration
of the frequency deviation calculation can be observed from Figure 4‐8. If the rate of
frequency change exceeds a pre‐defined threshold, disturbance detection will be
triggered. A voting mechanism is introduced to avoid false alarms caused by abnormal
outliers from some FDR units.
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Figure 4‐8 Illustration of Frequency Deviation Calculation for Event Detection

Figure 4‐9 Example of HVDC Line Trip Event in the Eastern Interconnection
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The event trigger can also detect HVDC line trip, since the signature of a HVDC line
trip event is similar with a generation trip. Figure 4‐9 shows the frequency plot of the
loss of Chateaugay HVDC carrying 1200 MW.

4.4.2 Customized Connection String Parameters of Event Trigger

Table 4‐2 Connection String Parameters of Event Trigger

Parameters

Description

MonitoredPowerGrid

The acronym of the power grid

MinimumValidChannels

Minimum frequency values needed to perform a valid
calculation

AnalysisWindowSize

Size (in seconds) of Moving Analysis Window

AnalysisInterval

The number of seconds between adjacent calculations

EstimateTriggerThreshold

Threshold for detecting abnormal excursion in frequency
(during AnalysisWindowSize)

ConsecutiveDetections

Consecutive detections used to determine if the alarm is
true or false

VotingPeriod

Time period (in seconds) to allow voting

VotedDeviceThreshold

If the total number of voted devices is larger or equals
to this value, then an event is triggered

AlarmProhibitPeriod

Time period (in seconds) right after one event triggering
to forbid another triggering to prevent duplicated alarms

PowerEstimateRatio

Ratio (in MWperHz) used to calculate the total
estimated MW change from frequency

EventAmountCutoffThres

The cutoff threshold (in MW) of the event amount for

hold

event alert
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4.4.3 Real‐time Data Handling

Figure 4‐10 Data Processing of Event Trigger

Figure 4‐10 presents the detailed procedure of data processing of the event
detection module. Grid Solution Framework automatically sorts the incoming
measurements that arrive within the defined lead time and lag time by their timestamp.
Each device maintains a data buffer that contains the most recent frequency
measurement frames within the defined AnalysisWindowSize. The median values of the
frequency measurements in the first and last second are selected to calculate the rate of
frequency change over the period of AnalysisWindowSize (

,

,…,

) where:

Equation 4‐1

∆

4.4.4 Event Detection Algorithm
Figure 4‐11 shows the procedures of the event detection module and how the
connection string parameters are used in this module. The algorithm will start by
checking whether the current time is within the AlarmProhibitPeriod. If it is not in the
alarm prohibit period, the trigger checks the rate of frequency change every
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AnalysisInterval. For each device, if the absolute value of the rate of frequency change
exceeds a pre‐defined threshold, the disturbance detection record will be increased by
one. The thresholds for event detection are different in the four interconnections due to
their unique frequency response characteristics. In other words, the same amount of
generation trip or load loss will cause different rates of change of system frequency. In
most cases the thresholds are empirically determined, e.g. 3.3 mHz/sec for Eastern
Interconnection, 7 mHz/sec for Western Interconnection. To make sure that the
frequency change is not abrupt data error but consecutive, only if the number of
detections seen by this device is over the pre‐defined threshold (ConsecutiveDetection),
this device will vote to declaim seeing an event and the voting time will be recorded as
the candidate for the starting time of this event. Moreover, a voting mechanism is
further introduced to avoid false alarming caused by abnormal outliers from some FDR
units. The VotingPeriod count‐back starts when the first device votes. If other devices
also vote within the VotingPeriod, the number of voted devices will be increased by one.
If the number of votes is over VotedDeviceThreshold, an event is triggered and the
AlarmProhibitTime is set to avoid duplicate triggering.
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Figure 4‐11 Flowchart of Event Trigger

4.5 Oscillation Trigger
4.5.1 Overview of Power System Oscillation
Low frequency oscillations in large power systems can severely disrupt system
operations and induce further disturbances. The occurrence of the oscillations in the
power system is not a rare phenomenon. As a matter of fact, there are oscillations
almost every moment in a power system in the sense that there are disturbances, larger
or smaller, constantly present in a power system and the disturbances theoretically can
lead to an oscillation to a certain degree. The root cause of electrical power oscillations
is the unbalance between power demand and available power at a period of time. In
most cases power system oscillations are directly associated with power system events,
e.g. the tripping of generator, load shedding, line tripping or some other system
operations, or they can be ambient. The disturbances cause imbalance between
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generation and load, which leads to redistribution of real power among the generators.
In some cases, the redistribution of real power bring about some real power being sent
back and forth from one region to another, and this reciprocal real power exchange in
different regions manifest itself in oscillations in many forms, such as voltage
oscillation, phase angle oscillation and frequency oscillation.
Oscillation can be of inter‐area or local mode [15][16]. Local modes are associated
with the swinging of units at a generating station with respect to the rest of the power
system. Oscillations occurred only to the small part of the power system. Typically, the
frequency range is 1‐2 Hz. Inter‐area modes are associated with swinging of many
machines in one part of the system against machines in other parts. It generally occurs
in weak interconnected power systems through long tie lines. Typically frequency range
is 0.1‐1 Hz[17].
Poorly‐damped low‐frequency inter‐area oscillations can occur frequently,
especially in areas where there is a weak interconnection. From an operating point of
view, oscillations are acceptable as long as they decay. However, oscillations are a
characteristic of the system; they are initiated by the normal small changes in the system
load. An increase in tie line flow of as little as 20 MW may make the difference between
decaying oscillations, which are acceptable and increasing oscillations that have the
potential to cause system collapse. This then calls for a wide‐area monitoring system on
system oscillations, which can inform the system operators of the presence of
oscillations so that correction measures can be taken to mitigate the oscillations or at
least to prevent them from increasing.
Therefore, the monitoring of the inter‐area oscillation behavior is important for
operating and planning of a large interconnected power system. Due to wider‐area
monitoring ability and the high accuracy of measurement data that the FNET system
possesses, power system oscillations can be monitored from both FNET phase angle
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recordings[18][19] and FNET frequency recordings[20]. As the integral of frequency
deviation over time, a small change in frequency will cause relatively large changes on
angle measurement. Therefore, a better signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) will be obtained on
angle measurement. A better performance is expected for angle‐based event location
method. Such scenario is also observed in the area of power system oscillation detection
and oscillation analysis. Thus, currently, the FNET oscillation detection module uses
relative angle measurement instead of frequency measurement. More details about
FNET‐observed oscillation cases, the feature of angle data, real‐time angle data
processing, and the algorithm of the oscillation detection will be discussed in the
following sections.

4.5.2 FNET Observation of Power System Oscillation
From the perspective of wide‐area measurements, some of the oscillations are very
small in magnitude and are overwhelmed by the noise. Some are noticeable albeit
indistinct of any oscillatory trajectory and some are viewed as pure fluctuations of the
system. On the other hand, some of the oscillations exhibit a very clear sinusoidal
waveform in the output of those electrical variables.
Since 2004, FNET has collected 9 years worthy of measurement data of the North
America power grids and observed oscillation cases caused by different types of events.
4.5.2.1

Oscillation Associated with Generation Trip

Figure 4‐12 shows the frequency and relative angle plots after a 500MW
generation trip in the EI system. This was the loss of the Pickering Nuclear #1 carrying
500MW at 13:21:58 UTC on September, 27th, 2013. This power plant is a Canadian
nuclear power station located in on the north shore of Lake Ontario in Pickering,
Ontario.
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From the plots, it is obvious to see that after the generator trip, a large number of
devices start oscillating, thus the oscillation is very widespread in this case. Most of the
devices are oscillating at the frequency of 0.1907Hz.

(a) Frequency plot

(b) Relative angle plot
Figure 4‐12 Frequency and Angle Plots of a Generation Trip on September, 27th, 2013.
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4.5.2.2

Oscillation Associated with line trip

Figure 4‐13 shows the frequency and relative angle plots of a line trip event
happened at 11:53:33 UTC on Febrary, 4th, 2013. This was the trip of the 500 kV line
between Branchburg, NJ and Ramapo, NJ (5018 line). Once the line tripped, the angle
measurements of the devices on opposite ends of the line oscillate against each other.
This line was carrying around 1150 MW when it tripped, which helps to explain the
large separation of angles between the units in Massachusetts and the ones in New
Jersey. Also, during this line trip event, obvious oscillation can be only observed in the
devices around New Jersey and Massachusetts, which are the states close to the line
location. Apparently, this oscillation is not as widespread as the oscillation case of the
generator trip above.
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(a) Frequency Plot

(b) Relative Angle Plot
Figure 4‐13 Frequency and Angle Plots of a Line Trip on February, 4th, 2013.
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Figure 4‐14 shows the frequency and angle dynamic behavior of a fault on a
transmission line followed by automatic reclosing of the line after 10 seconds, which is a
common time for auto‐reclosing. This event happened on February, 4th, 2012. Compared
with the previous case, a lot more devices were affected by this event. At the reclosing
time, the angle data immediately arrives at a less magnitude.
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(a) Frequency Plot

(b) Relative Angle Plot
Figure 4‐14 Frequency and Angle Plots of a Line Fault on Febrary, 4th, 2013.
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4.5.3 Features of the FNET Angle Data
The FNET phase angle measurement can be represented in the following equation:
2
where

Equation 4‐2

stands for the nominal frequency (60Hz in North America). The phasor

rotates at angular velocity of 2

. The phase angle will grow monotonically

during steady state when the actual frequency is not exactly the nominal frequency
value, as shown in Figure 4‐15. If the frequency is above nominal, the phase angle will
be increasing over time; if below, it will be decreasing. Therefore, since there is always
some small error in the nominal 50 or 60Hz input signal, the measured phase angle will
always be changing.
Since angle is the integration of frequency deviation over time, a small change in
frequency will cause relatively large changes on angle measurement, which means a
better signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) can be obtained on angle measurement. Therefore
using angle measurement for oscillation detection and oscillation‐related analysis can
achieve better performance.

FNET Phase angle measurement of one unit
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Figure 4‐15 FNET Phase Angle Measurement
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4.5.4 Overview of FNET Oscillation Detection Module
The FNET oscillation detection module utilizes relative angle deviation instead of
the absolute phasor angle that FDRs measure at 120‐V outlets. The relative angle
deviations are obtained by unwrapping and referencing absolute phase angle
measurements from FDRs. The relative angle of an FDR remains stable without much
deviation when the system is operating in steady state; however, it changes abruptly
during events because of the associated power angle redistribution. Oscillations may be
brought about by the characteristics of the disturbance and the operation mode of the
system during the dynamic time period of the event. The relative angles will form a
wavy curve due to the oscillation. Figure 4‐16 introduces the two‐step approach of
oscillation detection. The first step of the oscillation triggering is to detect a disturbance
by sensing a steep relative angle rise or drop within the latest three seconds. Once the
rise or drop exceeds a threshold, the algorithm will try to identify the maximum angle
value within the next five seconds. The algorithm then proceeds to locate the minimum
angle value appearing between the time of the maximum point and the end of the five
seconds period. If the difference between the maximum and minimum angle value is
beyond a specific threshold, the algorithm will file a potential oscillation case. Further, a
voting mechanism is conducted before this oscillation disturbance is confirmed and
reported, in order to avoid the false alarms sometimes caused by noisy measurements.
Here a voting mechanism means that more than one consecutive measurement points
are over thresholds and that more than one FDR observes such oscillatory waves.
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Figure 4‐16 Illusion of the Two‐Step Approach of Oscillation Trigger

4.5.5 Customized Connection String Parameters of Oscillation Trigger
Table 4‐3 Connection String Parameters of Oscillation Trigger

Parameters

Description

MonitoredPowerGrid

The acronym of the power grid that this trigger is
monitoring

MinimumValidChannels

Minimum frequency values needed to perform a
valid calculation

ReferenceDeviceCandidates

List of the name of reference device candidates,

separated by ʺ,ʺ, note that all the letters must be
capitalized
UnwrappingRestartPeriod

Time period (in seconds) for this trigger to restart
the

angle

unwrapoffset)
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unwrapping

process(reset

Table 4‐3. Continued

Parameters

Description

DataOldThreshold

If the last timestamp is lagging this amount of
second after the current timestamp, the
reference angle list will be cleared

ReferenceAngleListLength

Length (in seconds) of the reference angle list
per each device for oscillation detection
analysis

AnalysisWindowSizeforCheckStep1

Analysis Window Size (in seconds) for angle
check step1(check the angle jump of current
angle and x second before)

AngleDiffThresholdforCheckStep1

Threshold of angle jump for angle check step1

ConsecutiveAngleJump

Consecutive detections used to determine if
the first step angle jump is abrupt or
consecutive (considered to be true alarm)

AnalysisWindowSizeforCheckStep2

Analysis Window Size (in seconds) for angle
check step2(find the max and min angle value
within x seconds)

AngleDiffThresholdforCheckStep2

Threshold for minimum and maximum angle
difference for angle check step2

VotingPeriod

Time period (in seconds) to allow voting

VotedDeviceThreshold

If the total number of voted devices is larger
or equals to this value, then an event is
triggered
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4.5.6 Angle Data Processing
4.5.6.1

Angle Data Unwrapping

The values of FDR angle measurements are the integration of frequency deviation
over time and are also wrapped between 0 and 2 , which causes sudden angle jumps
when the measurements pass across the boundary values of the range, as shown in
Figure 4‐17. However, for oscillation detection based on phase angle measurement, it is
necessary for restore the angle values back to monotonically growing trend within the
time frame, in order to calculate the correct angle change. The process of restoring the
angle value to monotonically growing trend is called angle data unwrapping. An
unwrapping offset will be determined based on the direction of the angle jump and be
added to the original angle data.

Figure 4‐17 Wrapped FNET phase angle measurement

Different from an offline short‐term angle data analysis, the oscillation detection
program keeps on monitoring the angle data and running the unwrapping process. In
this way, the unwrapping offset may increase in one direction and, if without resetting,
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it will eventually overflow the limit of the defined data type. Therefore, in order to
make sure that the program can run without throwing exception, it is important to reset
the unwrapping offset periodically (defined in UnwrappingRestartPeriod) to guarantee
that the angle value is always within reasonable ranges.
Another issue related to angle data unwrapping in oscillation detection module is
that the unwrapping process should not be interrupt, that is to say, the unwrapping
offset should not be reset, while an oscillation candidate case is suspected to be ongoing
(it already passes the step 1 check).

Figure 4‐18 Flowchart of Angle Unwrapping Process

Figure 4‐18 shows the flowchart of the angle unwrapping routine. The algorithm is
to keep track of the angle jumps, and adjust the unwrapping parameter
unwrappingOffset according to the jumps. At the start of the angle unwrapping process,
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the program checks whether it is time to reset unwrappingOffset.

If the current

timestamp is at the beginning of one unwrappingRestartPeriod and there is no suspected
oscillation ongoing, the program will go ahead to reset unwrappingOffset. If the reset
condition is not satisfied, the program will continue calculating unwrappingOffset based
on the angle jumps. If it is a negative jump, which means the angle changes from near

2 to just over 0, 2 needs to be added to unwrappingOffset to make the angle
monotonic. If it is a positive jump, which means the angle changes from just over 0 to
near

2 , 2 needs to be subtracted from unwrappingOffset to make the angle

monotonic. If there is no angle jump, no modification needs to be made to
unwrappingOffset. The sum of the unwrapping parameter unwrappingOffset and the
original angle value is then the unwrapped angle data.
4.5.6.2

Relative Angle Calculation and Real‐time Data Handling

The absolute phase angle is a dynamic angle that rotates at 3600 RPM in a 60 Hz
nominal frequency power grid. The change of absolute phase angle in reaction to an
oscillation would be completely inundated by the fast fundamental wave rotation of the
absolute phase angle. Since the power system operates at a synchronized frequency, the
relative power angles of the buses can present the dynamics of a power system rather
than the absolute power angles. Hence, for oscillation detection, only the relative angle
of a FDR with respect to the reference FDR is of interest to us. The challenges of real‐
time relative angle calculation include reference device selection, real‐time angle data
alignment and real‐time missing data or time‐delay handling of both reference devices
and other devices.
First, choosing the reference FDR needs to consider 1) the geographic distribution of
the devices in an electric power interconnection and 2) the data quality and
performance of devices. The reference FDR is best to be placed in a location that can
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evenly divide the changes of relative angle of all the FDRs during an event and also
shows relatively smaller probability to oscillate during historical events. For the Eastern
Interconnection, since the central part of the Eastern Interconnection is more densely
connected, the devices in the central area appear to oscillate much less than the ones
located in Florida and New Jersey. Therefore, the optimal locations are in from TVA to
southern Ohio area. Conventionally, many power system applications use Browns
Ferry power plant in TVA as the reference bus for the Eastern Interconnection. Also,
due to possible Internet issues and other hardware problems, a lot of the deployed FDR
devices often stop sending data periodically or have very severe time delay issue. For
example, some devices’ data arrive more than 10 seconds after the current time, in
which case the data is considered to be too “old” to be used for real‐time applications.
When choosing a reference device, this kind of problematic devices should be ruled out.
Due to the complexities brought by the data transmission via the Internet, the
arrival times of the FDR measurements can be in the completely different sequence with
the sampling time of those measurements. Also, due to Internet delay, the measurement
of some devices may arrive too late (e.g. 10 seconds later than their sampling time) for
contributing to real‐time applications, as discussed above. Moreover, there are missing
data almost for all the FDRs, and the length of missing data varies. Therefore, the
module needs to handle those real‐time related conditions in order to prevent them
from affecting the logic of the algorithm of the detection module.
Figure 4‐19 shows the flowchart to calculate relative angle. By using Grid Solution
Framework library, the timely arrived measurement will be time‐aligned before any
further data handling in an action adapter. The missing‐data condition of a device can
be determined by comparing the timestamp of last‐received measurement and the
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timestamp of the current measurement. If there is any missing data, even one data point
missing, or abrupt angle jump in the reference device, the program will immediately
pick another reference device to replace the current one from the reference device
candidates list. For all other devices, a tolerance for missing data can be customized in
DataOldThreshold parameter. If one device has missing data more than the number of
data points defined in DataOldThreshold, the relative angle vector of this device will be
cleared to avoid false‐triggering caused by sudden angle jump of missing data (e.g.
angle data that are 10 seconds apart and those 10 seconds data are missing).

Figure 4‐19 Flowchart of Relative Angle Calculation

For each frame, which contains time‐aligned measurements of all the devices at a
particular timestamp, relative angle calculation is performed. It first checks whether the
current frame has the measurement of the current reference unit. If so, the program will
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start the unwrapping process discussed in the previous section; otherwise, the program
will immediately pick another reference device to replace the current one from the
reference device candidates’ list. After the unwrapping process, if the program finds out
abrupt angle jump between the current angle data and the previous one, the program
will also replace the current reference device since it may send out problematic data due
to some hardware issue. After the angle data of reference device is properly handled,
the program continues to process the absolute angle data of other devices. If the time
difference between the current timestamp of angle measurement and the timestamp of
the last‐received angle measurement is over DataOldThreshold, which means this device
has too many missing data to contribute to the real‐time oscillation detection, the
relative angle list of this device will be cleared to avoid misleading the oscillation
trigger. If the angle measurement of the current device does not have missing data
issue, the angle unwrapping process will take place. Afterwards, the relative angle of
this device will be calculated by subtracting the absolute angle of reference device from
the absolute angle of the current device. And the relative angle value of this device will
be pushed to the end of the relative angle buffer of this device. Note that this buffer is a
FIFO list. The program will keep the length of all the relative angle lists less than or
equal to RelativeAngleListLength by removing the data points at the head of the lists if
needed. Because the program is multi‐threaded, certain locks have to be applied to the
relative angle list to guarantee the thread‐safety. The oscillation detection algorithm
performs two‐step check on the relative angle lists to identify oscillation.
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4.5.7 Oscillation Detection Algorithm

Figure 4‐20 Flowchart of the Two‐Step Approach of Oscillation Trigger

After the relative angle lists are formed and hold enough data points, the program
starts checking the lists to identify oscillation, as shown in Figure 4‐20. First, based on
the relative angle list, the program calculates the absolute angle jump during
AnalysisWindowSizeStep1 (3 seconds moving time window by default). If the absolute
angle jump is over the AngleDiffThresholdStep1 threshold, the program records this jump
and tracks the number of consecutive jumps for each device. Note that the angle jump
has to be consecutive to be recorded. Once the program detects an angle jump that is
smaller than the threshold, the detected jump record of that specific device will be
cleared to zero. If the number of detected angle jumps of one device is larger than
ConsecutiveAngleJump, the program proceeds to the second step check. During the
second step, the program will sort all the relative angle data in the moving time
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window of the size AnalysisWindowSizeStep2 (5 seconds by default), calculate the
absolute difference between the maximum and minimum values, and compare this
absolute difference with the AngleDiffThresholdStep2 threshold. If the absolute difference
value calculated before is over the threshold, this device will vote to claim seeing the
oscillation and its voting time will be recorded as its voting time. A voting mechanism
will be further introduced to avoid false‐triggering caused by abnormal measurement of
some devices due to some hardware issues. The VotingPeriod count‐back starts when the
first device votes. If other devices also vote within the VotingPeriod, the number of voted
devices will be increased by one. If the number of votes is over VotedDeviceThreshold, an
oscillation is triggered and the AlarmProhibitTime is set to avoid duplicate triggering.

4.6 Islanding Trigger
4.6.1 Overview of Islanding (Off‐Grid Operation) Situation
Among these power system events, an off‐grid operation is a situation during
which a part of the grid or some loads become electrically isolated from the remainder
of the power system. Generally, the isolated power system is powered by the UPS or
backup generation.
Power system frequency and angle are the primary measurements used to
determine the status of a power grid. Under a normal operating condition, the power
sources for equipment and devices are synchronized with the rest of the
interconnection. Thus, the frequency deviation within the same interconnection should
be very small. However, UPS systems and local backup generators are not electrically
synchronized with the interconnection, resulting in a sustained frequency deviation
between the isolated system and the bulk power system. When an FDR operates on
UPS, the deviation between its reporting frequency and the frequency of the
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interconnection can be relatively large. This situation lasts until the isolated system
returns to synchronism with the interconnection.

4.6.2 FNET Observation of Islanding Situation
Figure 4‐21 shows a backup generation case, which occurred in Fredericksburg, VA
on November 12, 2011. The event occurred from 19:30 to 19:50 UTC and was first
detected by FDR857 with frequency deviation 639.7mHz. The integration of frequency
deviation was 46564mHz∙s, and was detected as off‐grid operation. This event lasted
around 20 minutes as shown in Figure 4‐21, and when the integration of frequency
deviation dropped to 133.98mHz∙s, it was detected that it returned to grid‐tied
operation.

Figure 4‐21 Frequency Plot of a Backup Generation Case

During Hurricane Sandy in 2012, an FDR in Sussex, NJ, detected off‐grid status,
which started on October 30 at 00:09 and ended on November 1 at 14:18 UTC. Figure
4‐22 shows the start of the off‐grid operation, with a detected frequency deviation
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262.65mHz and an integration of frequency deviation 18204mHz∙s, thus off‐grid
operation was detected. Figure 4‐23 shows when the islanded system returns to
synchronism with the power grid while the integration of frequency deviation fallen to
160.71mHz∙s.

Figure 4‐22 Frequency Plot of Starting of the Off‐grid Operation during Hurricane Sandy

Figure 4‐23 Frequency Plot of Ending of the Off‐grid Operation during Hurricane Sandy
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4.6.3 Customized Connection String Parameters of Islanding Trigger

Table 4‐4 Connection String Parameters of Islanding Trigger

Parameters

Description

MonitoredPowerGrid

The acronym of the power grid that this trigger is
monitoring

MinimumValidChannels

Minimum frequency values needed to perform a valid
calculation

Check Frequency

The number of checks the program perform to check
device status every second. Default is 2 times every
second.

PreIslandingThreshold

In mHZ. Threshold for detecting abnormal islanding
before integration for islanding confirmation.

ConsecutiveDetections

If

the

frequency

PreIslandingThreshold

difference

has

consecutively,

been

start

over

islanding

confirmation process (integration).

IslandingConfirmWindowSize

The time window (in seconds) to integrate the freq
difference to confirm islanding status of a device. Default
is 30 seconds.

IslandingConfirmationThreshold In

mHZ.

Once

the

integration

over

IslandingConfirmWindowSize is completed, compare the
result with this threshold. If the integration is larger than
IslandingConfirmationThreshold, the islanding status of
one device is confirmed. Default is 850 mHz.
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Table 4‐4 Continued

Parameters

Description

BackToGridWindowSize

In seconds. For any device that is islanding, do
integration

of

frequency

difference

over

BackToGridWindowSize to calculate whether the unit is
back to grid (finish islanding). Default is 40 seconds.
In

BackToGridThreshold

mHZ.

Once

the

integration

over

BackToGridWindowSize is completed, compare the
result with this threshold. If the integration is smaller
than BackToGridThreshold, the islanding device is
confirmed to be back to grid. Default is 300mHz.

4.6.4 Islanding Detection Algorithm
The islanding trigger detects the situation in which a part of the grid becomes
electrically isolated from the remainder of the power system. The trigger uses the
absolute difference between a frequency measurement of a certain FDR and the median
frequency of all the monitored FDRs within a certain power grid as an indicator of
potential islanding cases. The reference frequency is given by

f ref (t )  median( f1 (t ), f 2 (t ),..., f i (t ),..., f N F (t )), i  1, 2,...N F

Equation 4‐3

where NF is the number of FDRs that are monitored in the interconnection, and fi(t)
is the frequency value measured at time t by the i‐th FDR in FNET.
The

frequency

deviation

is

calculated

Equation 4‐4.
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with

fi (t )  fi (t )  f ref

f i (t )  f i (t )  f ref

Equation 4‐4

Figure 4‐24 Data Processing of Islanding Trigger

Once this difference value is over the threshold PreIslandingThreshold, the
integration of frequency difference over IslandingConfirmWindowSize is calculated and
used to compare with another threshold IslandingConfirmationThreshold to determine if
islanding has occurred. This integration is shown in F2 i ( T2 ) 

Tend



t  Tstart

f i (t )  f ref

Equation 4‐5 where the integration of the frequency deviation Fi(t) is defined for the i‐
th FDR, in time interval ΔT. Once the integration is above the threshold, it is determined
that the system monitored by the i‐th FDR is in off‐grid operation.
F2 i ( T2 ) 

Tend



t  Tstart

f i (t )  f ref

Equation 4‐5

Once a device is confirmed to be islanding, it will be automatically disabled from
the oscillation trigger voting process to prevent false‐oscillation‐triggering.
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The integration of the frequency deviation Fi(t) over BackToGridWindowSize continues
until it falls below the threshold BackToGridThreshold, indicating that the system has
rejoined the power grid.
The flow chart of the online detection algorithm is shown in Figure 4‐25.

Figure 4‐25 Flowchart of Islanding Trigger

4.7 Communication between Real‐Time Applications
In order to avoid false‐oscillation‐triggering due to islanding, a voting algorithm
has been applied in FNET oscillation detection, in which the oscillation detection will
trigger only if 2 or more than 2 units vote for oscillation. However, if three devices are
on the same backup power source at the same location (e.g. same campus), the voting
algorithm will fail to rule the islanding case out. Also, if one unit is oscillating and one
other unit is islanding, the oscillation can be false‐triggered as well. Figure 4‐26 shows
the example of a false oscillation alert caused by an islanding unit. Therefore, it is
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important to disable the islanding device from oscillation trigger once an islanding is
triggered. This requires the communication between those two triggers.

(a) Frequency Plot

(b) Relative Angle Plot
Figure 4‐26 Example of False‐Triggered Oscillation Event
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The communication between real‐time triggers is achieved using the static
parameter

of

classes

within

the

same

package

QueueMeasurementsForProcessing(IEnumerable<IMeasurement>) method.

In

and
order

to

prevent the measurement of the islanding devices from being used by the oscillation
trigger,

a

static

dictionary

g_IslandingDeviceDictonary

is

used

in

the

FNETIslandingTrigger class to store the currently islanding devices. Once a device is
confirmed

to

be

islanding,

this

device

will

immediately

be

added

to

g_IslandingDeviceDictonary. If a device is back to grid, the program will remove it from
the

g_IslandingDeviceDictonary.

At

the

QueueMeasurementsForProcessing(IEnumerable<IMeasurement>)

same

time,

is introduced in the

FNETOscillationTrigger class to filter out certain measurement before they enter
PublishFrame method. Detailed procedures are illustrated in Figure 4‐27.

Figure 4‐27 Communication between Islanding Trigger and Oscillation Trigger
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5 FNET Interactive Web Display
5.1 Background
The old version of the FNET web display is based on the average frequency and
angle calculation of all the display devices that are updated every 4 seconds in MySQL
database. The data publishing web service of openHistorian is updated at the reporting
rate of the FDR devices, which is 10 frames per second. This enables the new version of
FNET web display to refresh more frequently and provides more possibilities.

5.2 Program Structure

Figure 5‐1 Program Infrastructure of the FNET Interactive Map‐based Display
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openHistorian can publish data via web service in the format of XML and
JavaScript Object Notation(JSON). The FNET interactive map display uses the JSON
format. JSON is a lightweight data‐interchange format. It is easy for humans to read
and

write.

An

example

link

to

retrieve

the

JSON

object

is

http://localhost:6156/historian/timeseriesdata/read/current/410/json. The JSON object
that is returned by this link is shown in Figure 5‐2.

Figure 5‐2 Example of a JSON Object of FDR Measurement

Figure 5‐3 Partial Example of a GeoJSON object for Web Display
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The GeoJSON data package is the combination of the FDR device location
information with the current measurement in JSON format. GeoJSON is a format for
encoding a variety of geographic data structures. GeoJSON supports the following
geometry

types: Point, LineString, Polygon, MultiPoint, MultiLineString,

and

MultiPolygon. Lists of geometries are represented by a GeometryCollection. Geometries
with additional properties are Feature objects. And lists of features are represented by
a FeatureCollection. Figure 5‐3 shows an example of a part of a GeoJSON data structure
for the FNET map display.
Interactive frequency map is generated by using the combination of Leaflet API
[39], Mapbox platform [40] and AJAJ with the GeoJSON objects as input. Leaflet is a
modern open‐source JavaScript library for mobile‐friendly interactive maps. Mapbox is
an online mapping provider that provides highly customizable pre‐rendered maps.
AJAJ stands

for Asynchronous

JavaScript

and

JSON.

Unlike

its

predecessor AJAX which uses XML, in AJAJ the content sent back and forth between
the client and server is strictly JSON. Similar to the more popularly used AJAX, AJAJ is
executed asynchronously, meaning that it occurs in the background, and does not
interrupt the flow of the JavaScript interpreter as it gets read. The asynchronous aspect
of AJAJ allows one to write code, which, for example, sends some request to a server
and handles a server response without reloading the page in the process. The opposite
of this is synchronous, which means ʺin orderʺ. An example of synchronous processes is
seen in standard HTML transmission between a client and a server; when a user clicks a
hyperlink, there is some time in which the content is requested and retrieved from the
server, which causes the page to ʺreload.ʺ With any kind of web‐based asynchronous
request, you can request a resource over HTTP without reloading the page. The FNET
web display uses a combination of jQuery and PHP.
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Figure 5‐4 shows an example of the interactive web display. Each dot represents a
FDR device. The color scheme is described at the bottom of the web page. The grey
dots indicate the FDR devices that are not sending data at the moment.

Figure 5‐4 Screenshot of the FNET Interactive Web Display

5.3 Summary
First, performance‐wise, the new version of FNET web display can retrieve
measurement data by parsing the formatted data returned by the openHistorian web
service. This way the refreshing rate can be increased to 10Hz instead of once every 4
seconds. Also, the old version of web display is updated using the average
measurement of the past 4 seconds. If the local server time is not accurate, the average
will fail to calculate and the web display will not be able to run normally. The new
method will not have the same issues; therefore it can reduce possible web display
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downtime. Moreover, since the new web display only visits the openHistorian web
publisher, it will remove stress on the MySQL database that is used by the old display.
Second, function‐wise, the new version of web display can clearly present the
frequency deviation of different devices from nominal frequency. Also, it makes it
easier to monitor and identify the status of hundreds of FDR devices. If a device is not
sending data or sends periodically delayed data, it can be obviously observed from the
display. Also, it can present the islanding situation of a device. Moreover, since the map
display is interactive, it is possible to check the geographic information of an in an
interactive way.
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6 Frequency Distribution Analysis
6.1 Background and Motivation
In interconnected power grids, each interconnection can be considered as a large
machine assuming the rotations of all electric generating units are in their steady‐state
synchronism. The “speed” (of rotation) of the interconnection is frequency, measured in
cycles per second or Hertz (Hz). Each interconnection has its own scheduled frequency
(termed nominal frequency), typically 60 Hz or 50 Hz. Frequency changes in a large
scale power system reflect the imbalance between the electrical load and the power
supplied by generators [15]. Any short‐term energy imbalance will result in an instant
change in system frequency, which are usually quite small and do not seriously affect
the operation of the grid. However, after a large disturbance, the frequency value may
change dramatically as the generators adjust to changing conditions. A large frequency
change can degrade load performance, damage equipment, cause transmission lines
been overloaded, and eventually lead to a collapse of the power system itself as a
consequence of triggering protective system actions [21]. Therefore, the power system
frequency is an important indicator of a power grid’s health and stability [15]. Several
analyses have been done on the average frequency error of Eastern Interconnection (EI)
from 1994 to 2002 [21], frequency governing characteristic [22], frequency extrema of
Eastern and Western Interconnection (WECC) from 2005 to 2011 [23][24], and
characteristics of abnormal frequency distribution [25]. Using frequency measurements
collected by the Frequency Monitoring Network (FNET)/GridEye since 2004, this study
investigates the distribution probability of frequency data over North American and
also worldwide power grids, and compares the distribution patterns during different
years, seasons, days of a week and periods of a day. This section will discuss the
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detailed procedures of the frequency distribution probability calculation method and
present the results of this study.

6.2 Procedures
Figure 6‐1 shows the steps of the frequency distribution probability calculation
method. In the first step, frequency data is extracted from the FNET Access database for
further calculation. To ease the aggregation of frequency distribution based on various
criteria and avoid computational bottlenecks of big data, this method is designed to use
hourly data as the analysis unit. Since the C++ ODBC API extracts data from Access
database much faster than Matlab, C++ is chosen as the data extraction language. The
program will automatically divide the time windows into hours and extracts the
frequency data from Access to text files hour by hour.
At the next step, Matlab imports the hourly data and calculates the histogram based
on the start range, end range and number of bins. No down‐sampling is applied to
protect the integrity of frequency data. The start and end range are defined based on the
frequency extrema results in [23][24]. The number of bins must be chosen carefully. If
the number of bins is too small, the distribution calculation may not be meaningful. If
the number of bins is too large, the distribution maybe overly‐divided and cause
unnecessary computational time. Therefore, several numbers of bins have been tested
using real cases, and the number of bins is determined as 40, which achieves the best
performance during the tests. The histogram information will be stored in MySQL for
future aggregation.
SQL aggregate scripts can be designed according to different comparison criteria,
e.g. different years, seasons or days of week. The query results will be exported to Excel
for further calculation of frequency distribution probability and plotting of the
probability density function (PDF) curves.
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Theoretically,

frequency

should

be

identical

throughout

a

synchronized

interconnection. Thus, for each interconnection, one device is able to represent the
entire interconnection for the frequency distribution analysis. For high accuracy, one
device with stable performance and complete dataset is carefully chosen for each
interconnection.

Step 1: Extract Frequency Data
C++ ODBC API
Divide required time window
into unit of hours
FNET Access
Database

Define start& end time based on the
hour information

Text file per
device

Extract hourly frequency data from
Access

Step 2: Generate the Histogram of Hourly
Frequency Distribution
MATLAB
Scan hourly data(No downsampling)
Start/end
range
Number of
bins

MySQL
Generate histogram
(the number of data in
each bin)

Store result in MySQL

Step 3: Aggregate frequency distribution
results based on different comparison
criteria
SQL Script&Excel
Run SQL scripts
Based on different criteria

Excel

Import query results(histogram)
into Excel
Calculate&plot frequency
distribution probability

Figure 6‐1 Steps of Frequency Distribution Probability Calculation Method
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6.3 Statistical Analysis Results and Discussions
6.3.1 Frequency Distribution Comparison of Different Years
Comparing the frequency distribution patterns of an interconnection between
different years may help indicate the overall performance of the interconnection over
time. Since summer is always considered as a heavy‐loaded, thus interesting season for
frequency control studies, the distribution probability of power system frequency in
summer from 2005‐2013 are analyzed for EI and WECC. Due to the lack of high‐quality
measurement data in 2005 for Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), the
distributions analyses of frequency data in summer from 2006 ‐ 2013 are performed in
ERCOT. The result PDF curves are shown in Figure 6‐2.
The yearly PDF curves of EI appear to be standard normal distributions and almost
identical with each other. For WECC, although the curves are also normal distributions
over the years, the standard deviations from 2011‐2013 are larger than the earlier years.
The PDF curves of ERCOT can be grouped into three different patterns. From 2007‐
2008, the curves tend to be trapezoid‐like distribution patterns. In 2006 and 2009‐2011,
the distribution probabilities are saw‐tooth‐like normal distributions. The PDF curves
from 2012‐2013 appear to be saddle‐like, which may due to the influence of dead‐band
[25].
Figure 6‐3 and Figure 6‐4 shows the mean and standard deviation of frequency
distribution of EI and WECC. The mean and standard deviation is calculated using JMP
Pro.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6‐2 Frequency Distribution Probability of Summer in EI, WECC, and ERCOT from
2005 to 2013
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Figure 6‐3 Mean and Standard Deviation of Frequency Distribution of Eastern
Interconnection, 2005‐2013
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Figure 6‐4 Mean and Standard Deviation of Frequency Distribution of Western
Interconnection, 2005‐2013
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6.3.2 Frequency Distribution Comparison of Different Periods of a Day
One motivation of this research is to investigate whether the power system
frequency distribution patterns do change during different periods of a day. Four hours
of a day are picked for the analyses to represent midnight, morning, noon and evening.
The frequency data of 2012 in the four main North America power grids are
investigated. The resulting PDF curves are shown in Figure 6‐5.
The PDF curves of EI appear to be normal distributions with nominal frequency as
their means and almost identical over different periods of a day. For WECC, the PDF
curves are normal distributions. However, the mean of UTC hour 11 (local hour 3)
curve is less than nominal frequency (around 59.995Hz), while the mean of UTC hour 5
(local hour 21) is larger than nominal frequency (around 60.015Hz). For Quebec, all the
curves are normal distributions; and similar to WECC, the mean of UTC hour 11 (local
hour 6) curve is less than nominal frequency. For ERCOT, the PDF curves of UTC hour
17(local hour 10) and UTC hour 23(local hour 16) tend to overlap, which are obviously
different than the patterns of UTC hour 5(local hour 22) and UTC hour 11(local hour 4).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6‐5 Frequency Distribution Probability of Different Periods of Day in EI, WECC,
ERCOT, Quebec in 2012
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(c)

(d)
Figure 6‐5 Continued
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6.3.3 Frequency Distribution Comparison of Different Grids
Another motivation of this research is to compare different interconnections’
frequency distribution patterns. Figure 6‐5 shows the comparison of the frequency
distribution probabilities of six interconnections during the spring of 2013. Since the
nominal frequency of North China power grid and UCTE grid (Continental Europe
power grid) is 50Hz, the deviation from nominal frequency is used for the x axis of PDF.

Figure 6‐6 Frequency Distribution Probability of Different Interconnections in Spring, 2013

Except ERCOT and North China, the PDF curves of all the other interconnections
are standard normal distributions. For the spring of 2013, Quebec has the smallest
standard deviation, while EI is the second smallest. The PDF curves of WECC and
EUROPE almost overlap with relatively larger standard deviation. It is obvious that the
PDF curve of ERCOT presents a roughly bimodal distribution. Unlike other
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interconnections, all the frequency data in North China grid fall in the range between
49.9560Hz and 50.9440Hz.

6.3.4 Frequency Distribution Comparison of Different Seasons
Seasonal customer load demand difference has a very important impact on power
system operations. Therefore, it would be very interesting to observe the differences of
power system frequency distribution patterns between different seasons.
Figure 6‐7 compares the PDF curves between the spring and summer of 2013. For
EI, WECC and North China, not much difference in the distribution probability can be
observed between these two seasons. In comparison, Quebec shows the most obvious
frequency distribution difference between these two seasons. The PDF curve of Quebec
in spring has the smallest standard deviation among other interconnections, while the
one in summer has one of the largest standard deviations. The curves of ERCOT also
show relatively noticeable difference between the two seasons.
For Europe, the two curves appear to be normal distributions. However, the mean
of the curve representing the summer is less than nominal frequency (around 49.90Hz)
along with smaller standard deviation comparing with the spring PDF curve.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6‐7 Frequency Distribution Probability of Spring and Summer of 2013 in Different
Interconnections.
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Figure 6‐8 compares the PDF curves between the winter of 2012 and the spring of
2013. For the Quebec grid, in comparison to the apparent difference between its PDF
curves of spring and summer, its frequency distributions of the winter and spring are
almost identical. For EI, very evident change of distribution patterns between the winter
and spring can be identified in Figure 6‐8, while it can be recalled that its PDF curves of
the spring and summer nearly overlap. The frequency data of WECC, North China and
continental Europe grids show nearly identical distribution patterns in the winter and
spring. By combining the information in both Figure 6‐7 and Figure 6‐8, it can be
noticed that the frequency distribution patterns of WECC and North China grid have
remained similar during these three seasons.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6‐8 Frequency Distribution Probability of Winter, 2012 and Spring, 2013 in Different
Interconnections
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6.3.5 Frequency Distribution Comparison of Different Days of a week
Figure 6‐9 compares the distribution patterns of frequency data between different
days of a week in 2012. Unlike some very clear changes observed in the seasonal
comparisons, the PDF curves of different days of a week overlap fairly well in EI,
WECC, and Quebec grid. Very slight distribution differences over different days of a
week can be noticed in ERCOT.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6‐9 Frequency Distribution Probability of Different Days of a Week, 2012, in
Different Interconnections
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(c)

(d)
Figure 6‐9 Continued
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6.4 Frequency Extrema Studies
As discussed in section 6.1, Frequency change of a large‐scale power system
reflects the imbalance between the electrical load and the power supplied by generators
[15]. Any short‐term energy imbalance will result in an instant change in system
frequency as the disturbance is initially offset by the kinetic energy of the rotating
plants. These changes are usually quite small and thus do not seriously affect the
operation of the grid. However, following a large disturbance, the power system
frequency may drop quickly without adequate system response. A large frequency
deviation can damage equipment, degrade load performance, cause the transmission
lines to be overloaded and eventually lead to collapse of the power system itself as a
consequence of triggering protective system actions[21]. In light of this, this section
discusses an algorithm to analyze the frequency extrema, i.e. frequency minimums or
maximums within a given time range, which provides a means to determine when the
grid is at its most unstable state. Figure 6‐10 illustrates the situations for analysis in this
section. Also, several different study results are presented. Although the occurrence
probability of the extrema is very low, any occurrence at all may impact the power
systems severely. Relevant previous work can be found in [23][24].
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Figure 6‐10 Illustration of Frequency Extrema Situation

6.4.1 Procedures
The algorithm used to detect and validate the extrema was first introduced in
[23][24] and is described here for reference.
First, the program selects the daily extrema candidates for each FDR. In this step,
the program reads each FDR’s daily data files and selects the first 100 extrema in order
of magnitude, excluding the obviously out‐of‐range values that occasionally appear.
Due to the fact that the JET database engine used by Access is already optimized to
perform certain types of queries, the algorithm is designed to simply query the database
to locate the possible local minimums or maximums. Thus, when searching for local
minimums, it finds the 100 lowest frequency values and stores them in the candidate
list in increasing order. Likewise, when searching for maximums, the list is stored in
decreasing order.
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Next, each suspected extremum is tested for validity. During this step, the program
computes the average and standard deviation of the frequency within the eight‐second
period surrounding the potential extremum. Then the standard error of the suspect
value is compared with a predetermined cutoff value to check its validity. If the
standard error of the suspect value is less than the cutoff, it is considered valid and the
program goes directly to the next step. For a normally distributed random variable, it is
unlikely that a valid measurement would be more than a few standard deviations away
from the mean. The standard deviation cutoff value must be chosen carefully. A smaller
cutoff can cause truly valid points to be ignored, thus slowing the program down in
order to examine more candidates. A larger cutoff will jeopardize the accuracy by
registering more false positives. Results of several real case studies showed that
erroneous data points are usually more than 10 standard deviations away from the
mean, making them fairly easy to detect. The cutoff value in our algorithm is set to be
2.5 standard deviations, which is chosen as a compromise between speed and accuracy.
It should be noted that the choice of the standard deviation cutoff leaves some room for
subjectivity.
Once a suspected extremum is found to be invalid, the program moves on to the
next value in the candidate list and restarts the validity checking procedure. This
repeats until the initial list of 100 extrema is exhausted. If no valid extremum can be
found by then, no result is reported for this FDR.
After an extremum point has been validated, the program then calculates the
median frequency of the two‐second period surrounding the suspect value and reports
this as the extremum. It then stores the results in a MySQL database for further analysis.
In the last step, k‐means clustering is used to determine the valid extrema results
for each interconnection for a specific day, based upon the timestamps reported by the
FDRs deployed in a particular interconnection. Based on the largest set generated by k‐
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means clustering, the algorithm calculates an average timestamp and extremum value
for each interconnection for each day and then records the results in a separate database
table. More information on k‐means clustering can be found in [31] and [32].
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6.4.2 Daily Analysis
One motivation of this research is to investigate whether frequency extrema are
more likely to appear during certain days of the week. Figure 6‐11 and Figure 6‐12 show
the curves of the average extrema for each day of the week over each year. It is difficult
to conclude any relationship between the average extrema magnitudes and the day of
the week. While the day‐of‐week extrema in EI appear to be similar over the years, it is
interesting to see that the day‐of‐week extrema in WECC seem to be moving further
away from the nominal frequency each year.

Figure 6‐11 Average daily values of frequency extrema within the Eastern Interconnection,
2009‐2013
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Figure 6‐12 Average daily values of frequency extrema within the Western Interconnection,
2009‐2013

6.4.3 Monthly Analysis
Seasonal variation in the frequency response has been noted previously in [22].
Therefore, it is interesting to study how the extrema change through different months of
the year. For this analysis, the average extrema values for each month were compared
from 2009‐2013 as shown in Figure 6‐13 and Figure 6‐14. There is a dip in the
maximums and a peak in the minimums around July and August in the EI, which is
most likely because this two‐month period is usually the time of year with the greatest
load and hence the greatest inertia. Also, the monthly extrema curves in WECC show
much more volatile changes over different months than those of the EI.
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Figure 6‐13 Average monthly values of frequency extrema within the Eastern
Interconnection, 2009‐2013
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Figure 6‐14 Average monthly values of frequency extrema within the Western
Interconnection, 2009‐2013

6.4.4 Yearly Analysis
Calculation of the yearly average frequency extrema and corresponding standard
deviation may help indicate the overall performance of an interconnection over time. A
smaller absolute deviation between the extrema and the nominal frequency value
implies better frequency control.
Figure 6‐15 shows that the average minimums and maximums in the Western
Interconnections have moved further away from the nominal frequency since 2010. In
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comparison, the average extrema in the Eastern Interconnection have tended to stay
within 0.005 Hz from 2008‐2013.
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(b)
Figure 6‐15 Average yearly values of frequency extrema within the Eastern and Western
Interconnections, 2008‐2013
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Figure 6‐16 Standard deviations of extrema for the Eastern and Western Interconnections,
2008‐2013

Figure 6‐16 shows the standard deviations of the extrema over time. It is obvious
that, for each year, the standard deviations of the extrema in the EI are smaller than the
ones in the WECC. This is probably because the Western Interconnection has much
smaller capacity thus lower inertia compared to the Eastern Interconnection. Also, the
standard deviations of the maximums in both interconnections decrease over the years.
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6.4.5 Conclusion
Using an algorithm developed to detect and validate the extrema, frequency data
from the past six years were analyzed from several different perspectives.
The average magnitudes of the frequency extrema were studied with respect to the
day of the week and month of the year. While the day‐of‐week extrema in EI appear to
be similar over the years, it is interesting to see that the day‐of‐week extrema in WECC
seem to be moving further away from the nominal frequency each year. For the
monthly analysis, there is a dip in the maximums and a peak in the minimums around
July and August in the EI, which is most likely because this two‐month period is
usually the time of year with the greatest load and hence the greatest inertia.
The standard deviations of the extrema in the Eastern Interconnection were
observed to be smaller than the ones of the Western Interconnection over the years
examined. This is likely due to the lower inertia of the Western Interconnection
compared to the Eastern Interconnection.
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7 Visualization of Distribution Level Voltage
Magnitude Pattern Trend in EI System
Several researches have been done on the visualization of transmission‐level power
system voltage magnitude, for example, contour of transmission‐level voltage
magnitude [26]‐[28] and Self Organising feature Maps (SOMs) for dynamic stability [29].
Because

the voltage magnitude data on the distribution level can be influenced by many

local factors, the voltage magnitude measurement recorded by the FDRs has usually
been considered to be not useful for the wide area analysis of power system dynamics;
however, with sufficient measurement locations on the distribution level, that
assumption may not be correct: some meaningful insights that the voltage magnitude
can actually show us about the power grid state have already been discovered.
By using recent years’ archived data, this study looks into the distribution‐level
voltage magnitude pattern changes during events and one single day over the Eastern
Interconnection, compares the voltage patterns between the weekdays and the weekends
and investigates the difference between one summer day and one winter day. The
chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.1 discusses the features of FNET data storage
which have a direct influence on the design of the solution program; section 7.2
provides detailed procedures of the algorithm to generate the voltage magnitude replay
videos; section 7.3 gives the results and observations of 1) voltage change during one
event, 2) voltage change during one single day, 3) voltage change comparison between
weekdays and weekends, 4) voltage change comparison between one summer day and
one winter day.

7.1 Features of FNET Measurement Data
In order to better tailor our program to discover the voltage magnitude pattern, it is
necessary to understand the characteristics of the FNET measurement data.
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Firstly, phasor measurement data is of vast quantities by this nature. By sampling
10 data points per second and having over 150 FDRs in the three interconnections of the
US power grid, the FNET system generates roughly 6 GB of data each day. Thus, to
perform video rendering based on those huge volume of data, some down‐sampling
method is necessary.
Secondly, the FNET data are stored in Microsoft Access Database in the format of
MDB files, which inherently impose 2GB size limit for each. Due to the volume of
phasor measurement data being recorded, the FNET PDC generates several database
files every day to store the FDR measurements. In order to perform any type of long‐
term analysis, these files must be read individually while also taking into account the
fact that no file contains an entire day’s worth of data.

7.2 Solution Method Procedures
Taken the characteristics of the FNET measurement data into consideration, the
solution method is designed with mainly four steps as shown in Figure 7‐1. MATLAB
was chosen as the analysis platform for this study.
Because the FDR voltage magnitude measurement is obtained from the
distribution‐level, it can be easily influenced by random behaviors. In order to eliminate
the local randomness and make the voltage magnitude values from different areas
comparable, this algorithm makes use of per unit voltage magnitude, which is
calculated by using the daily average of each FDR itself as per unit base.
In the light of this, the first step of the algorithm is to calculate the daily average
of each FDR as per unit base. Because one day worth of FNET data spreads over several
Access database files, the program firstly needs to locate these files in the hard disk to
further perform averaging calculation on the voltage data per FDR. The daily average
voltage values will be used as per unit base and be stored into a .mat file.
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Figure 7‐1 Flowchart of Voltage Magnitude Visualization Algorithm

At the next step, per unit voltage is calculated and stored in a new Access
database. For the event replay, every data point right before, during, and right after
that event in the original FDRs’ Access database is located by the program and selected
for further processing. The per unit voltage is calculated by dividing the voltage
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magnitude value of certain timestamp by the daily average of the corresponding FDR.
For one day replay, due to the huge amount of data, it is very time‐consuming to
process all the measurement points of a day. Thus, one data point is picked every two
minutes starting from the first second of a day. Assuming there is no data missing in the
FDR database, there should be 720 data points per day per FDR. If the final result set of
one FDR has less than 10% missing data points of the 720 points, the interpolation
method will be called to fill in the missing points. If the picked data set of one FDR has
larger than 10% missing data, the data set of this FDR will be discarded. For both the
event replay and one day replay, the per unit voltage values will be stored in a new
Access database file.
Once the per unit voltage database is complete, the program extracts the per unit
voltage magnitude data from the Access database and combines the per unit voltage
data with the geographical coordinates of the relevant FDR. The combined data set of
all the FDRs is stored in a .mat file to be ready for the replay movie production.
In the last step, by using MATLAB Mapping Toolbox , the program links the per
unit voltage data with the FDRs’ location information, projects the results on a U.S. EI
map per each timestamp and finally arranges the series of these maps on a timeline.
This study focuses the voltage visualization study only on the Eastern
Interconnection. Because there are currently more than 100 FDRs deployed in EI, it is
very time‐consuming to use all the EI FDRs’ data for the replay videos. Also, because of
different internet conditions at the installation sites, not all the FDR units send good
quality of data. Therefore, based on their working performance, 45 EI units with steady
connection are selected. Also, in order to cover as many areas as possible in the Eastern
Interconnection, these selected FDRs are evenly distributed across the EI system.
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7.3 Results and Observations
7.3.1 Voltage Change during One Event
Figure 7‐2 and Figure 7‐3 shows the screen shots of the voltage magnitude replay
before and after a 1018 MW generation trip in the EI system. This was the loss of the
Indian Point nuclear unit #2 carrying 1018 MW at 11:41:18 UTC on July, 3rd, 2013. This
power plant is located in Buchanan, New York. Unlike frequency and angle, the event
does not appear to have much impact on voltage magnitude. The voltage magnitude
distribution maps obtained before and after the event are almost identical. Also, the
voltage pattern is not completely random. Some obvious clusters can be identified and
stay steady over a certain period of time.

Figure 7‐2 Screen Shot of Event Replay of Voltage Magnitude at 11:41:10UTC before the
Event
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Figure 7‐3 Screen Shot of Event Replay of Voltage Magnitude at 11:41:21UTC After the
Event

7.3.2 Voltage Change during One Day
Figure 7‐4 to Figure 7‐7 show the screen shots of the voltage magnitude replay of
Nov, 13th, 2012(UTC). By checking the replay movies of several days, it can be observed
that the voltage shape map of per unit voltage magnitude data remains the same
pattern within certain timeframes over one day. Within each of these timeframes, the
shape map fluctuates over time, but the clusters are visually similar. For example,
Figure 7‐4 and Figure 7‐5 show the voltage magnitude distribution patterns of the EI
system over one hour apart, respectively 1:18 UTC and 2: 30 UTC, and the patterns
appear to be very alike. By comparing the patterns over several days, it can also be
observed that voltage distribution in the different time of one day can be quite different
from the other. Figure 7‐6 shows the distribution pattern of the EI system at 5:36 UTC
(1:36 EDT). Around this time, almost all the measurement devices arrive at their own
highest voltage magnitude of the day. The reason for this could be that most of people
stop their activities, turn off their electronics and go to bed by this time of the day. On
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the contrary, Figure 7‐7 shows the pattern at 11:42 UTC (7:42 EDT), which indicates that
most of the FDR devices reach their lowest voltage magnitude of this particular day.
And this time is the early morning when people begin their daily activities and the
office buildings and factories start their systems and machines. The pattern changes of
voltage magnitude over one day fit the daily power system load curve.

Figure 7‐4 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution at 1:18 UTC on the 13th, Nov, 2012

Figure 7‐5 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution at 2:30 UTC on the 13th, Nov, 2012
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Figure 7‐6 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution at 5:36 UTC(1:36 EDT) on the 13th,
Nov, 2012

Figure 7‐7 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution at 11:40 UTC(7:40 EDT) on the 13th,
Nov, 2012

7.3.3 Voltage Change of Weekday VS Voltage Change of Weekend
While the voltage distribution map over one day shows some distinguishable
patterns, the next step is to compare the voltage distribution maps over different days
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to identify more possible influential factors. The replay movies are synchronized, so the
voltage distribution over the power grid at the same timestamp of different days can be
observed. To make the comparison more meaningful, the same color scale is chosen for
the replay of different days.
It can be seen from the movies that the four days show similar trend of voltage
change over certain timeframes of the four days. For example, the maps of the four days
are always under red and orange color in the mid‐night, as shown in Figure 7‐8. This is
probably because people do not use electricity in the midnight as much as in the
daytime. While in the evening, the maps go to green at 23:30 UTC (19:30 EDT) as shown
in Figure 7‐10. This is possible due to the fact that people use electricity very heavily at
this time of a day such as cooking, watching TV and using microwave.
On the contrary, from Figure 7‐9, it can be seen that, at 11:30 UTC(7:30 EDT), the
power grid shows completely different patterns over different days. Because people get
up and start using electricity early in the morning of the weekdays, the patterns at this
time over the weekdays show mostly green color, which indicates that most of the
devices arrive at their own lowest voltage magnitude. However, because people usually
sleep in and start their day later than 7:30EDT in the weekends, the patterns appear to
have more orange and red than the ones in the weekdays.
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Figure 7‐8 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution of Consecutive Weekends and
Weekdays.

Figure 7‐9 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution of Consecutive Weekends and
Weekdays.
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Figure 7‐10 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution of Consecutive Weekends and
Weekdays

7.3.4 Voltage Change of Summer VS Voltage Change of Winter

Figure 7‐11 Pattern of Voltage Magnitude Distribution of One Summer Day and One Winter
Day
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Besides comparing the patterns of weekend and weekday, it is also interesting to
compare the voltage distribution pattern of the summer with the one of the winter. It
can be seen from comparing the two days’ voltage distribution, one from winter, one
from summer, that there are more obvious difference between these two days than the
difference between the weekdays and weekends. Taken Florida as an example, as
shown in Figure 7‐11, Florida is having the highest voltage value at the certain
timestamp in the day of winter, while it is holding one of the lowest voltage value
points at this time of the summer day. This is probably because in summer it is
extremely warm in Florida, most people turn on their air‐conditioning, which consumes
a lot of power; while in winter it is comfortable in Florida, unlike the rest of the EI
system, there is no need to turn on heaters in Florida and also very few people turn on
their air‐conditioning.
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8 Conclusion & Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
Wide‐area Measurement System (WAMS) is designed to enhance the operator’s
real‐time situational awareness necessary for safe and reliable grid operation and will
play a critical role in the power grid’s operation for the near future. The key
components that form the basis of WAMS are synchrophasor devices, such as Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs) and Frequency Disturbance Recorders (FDRs).
The rapid expansion of WAMS and increasing importance of its role in power
system operation and control generates opportunity and also challenges for developing
real‐time situational awareness applications and data analytics tools, in order to make
the best use of synchrophasor measurement data. The focus of the research presented
in this dissertation is to address these two important topics.
All the work discussed in this dissertation is based on the FNET system. FNET is
unique among other WAMS in the sense that it covers entire interconnections, as
opposed to a single utility’s service territory. Therefore, it provides a unique
perspective that cannot be found elsewhere. More importantly, because FDRs are
single‐phase PMUs, the situational awareness applications and data analysis tools
developed in this research can easily be applied to PMU data.
Several real‐time applications for the FNET system have been developed in
recent years. This dissertation builds upon those contributions by applying advanced
computer technologies, database design and software design methods. The purpose and
contribution of this part of research is (1) to optimize the data storage solutions to
provide a steady and robust foundation for the FNET system, especially data analytics
tools, and (2) to build a distributed and flexible infrastructure for higher scalability and
performance of the FNET applications.
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The other significant portion of this research is contributed to conduct data
analytics studies using data‐mining and statistical methods. Statistical analysis has been
applied to the frequency probability distribution using the FNET measurement data of
six power grids collected during the past eight years. Also, in addition to the frequency
distribution studies, the occurrence patterns of frequency extrema are discovered in the
FNET measurement data using clustering techniques.

Moreover, computer

visualization and data analysis techniques allow unveiling the patterns of distribution
level voltage magnitude in the FNET data that had previously gone unnoticed.

8.2 Future Work
 Malfunctioning FDRs with hardware problems may send out problematic data
that can influence the results of real‐time applications. It is important to develop
a real‐time bad data detection application to filter out data from problematic
units.
 Currently, the real‐time islanding application updates the running status of
different devices at the particular moment. The running status will be deleted
periodically to save storage space. It will be useful to be able to track the
beginning and ending time of the islanding situation and store them in the
database for future records.
 The openHistorian web data publish service enables the possibility of developing
new real‐time visualization tools without concerning about the stress on the
measurement database. More development work can be done in this area.
 In order to assist data analysis over a long period of time, batch extraction and
plotting tools for openHistorian may be developed.
 Currently, several utilities have migrated their synchrophasor measurement to
Hadoop database to perform data analysis using parallel computing ability
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embedded in Hadoop. Migrating the FNET measurement onto Hadoop will
make the FNET system be consistent with the industry standard and facilitate the
process to share measurement data with other parties.
 Through the observation of frequency probability density function (PDF) curves,
several characteristics of frequency distribution can be identified. To explore the
possible causes for these characteristics, a frequency distribution model that
represents load variation, system damping, and primary frequency control can
be designed using simulation software. Sensitivity studies can be conducted to
illustrate how load variance, system damping coefficient, and turbine governor
response would contribute to the shape of the bell curve.
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Location of Disturbance
Synchrophasor project

Module

Development

for

the

EPRI

Power system events such as generator trips, load shedding and oscillations create
perturbations in the voltage, frequency, and angle of the grid. These disturbances
propagate throughout the electrical network in time and space. By importing and
further analyzing time‐synchronized event measurement data generated by event
detection module of EPRI visualization software, the Location of Disturbance (LOD)
module determines event type and estimates event size and location.

Event Amount Estimation
Once a frequency event is detected, a rough power mismatch during events can be
estimated. If the average frequency deviation before and after the event is represented
as Δf, the frequency change Δf is related to the system active power mismatch during
the event, which is generally referred to as
∆

(frequency response characteristic), then

∆
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The

term is usually an empirical coefficient that can be obtained from statistics

analysis of known event cases.
Event type can be determined by the sign of Δf, as shown below.

Event location Triangulation
The event location triangulation method is based on geometrical triangulation
algorithm which utilizes the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) [33] of frequency
disturbance propagation and geographical location information of each measurement
device. At the first step, the time difference of arrival will be calculated for each
measurement device to form a TDOA profile of this event. For the second step, the
algorithm will pick the first several devices that see the event and apply the plant‐aided
method to pinpoint the specific tripped plant or hydroelectric storage unit based on the
TDOA profile. If the plant‐aided method fails, the least square method will be used
instead to obtain a general event location (latitude, longitude).
Time Difference of Arrival

Thorp et. al. in [34] discussed the frequency disturbance propagation in the power
system as a travelling wave. The propagation velocity of the disturbance is decided by
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the electromechanical inertia of the electrical path. Therefore, the disturbance detection
times at different measurement locations differ.

The figure above provides a close‐up view of a generation trip event case such that
the arrival time differences at the frequency threshold marked by the black line can be
easily seen. The hypocenter of the disturbance can be back traced with the information
of frequency delay of arrival and FDR geographical information. There is a very
common pattern that the closer the units to the event location the more proportional
their TDOAs are to their distances to the disturbance location, which is justified
empirically by FNET historical event cases [35].

So in the practical event location

algorithm design, only the information of the first several units will be utilized.
Plant‐aided method

According to previous observations, the first FDR unit that detects the disturbance
is usually the closest one to the actual event location. Therefore we can have the
assumption that the possible event location would be within such area that any spot in
it is sufficiently close to the first FDR unit. We can approximately get such area by
drawing a suitable circle (with radius r ) centering the first responding FDR unit. An
empirical value of 200 miles is set as the radius r . Take the generation trip disturbance
as example, at the first step, a database containing the generation plant information is
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created, which includes plant capacity, plant name, plant location, etc. Then this plant‐
aided approach works in the following steps, as illustrated in the figure below.

1. Plant Candidate Selection
When the disturbance is determined as a generator trip and the generation drop
amount is estimated, the possible tripped generation plants can only be located within
the circular area centering the first responding FDR, with its capacity larger than or
close to the estimated trip amount. By filtering out power plants with capacity under
trip amount and those out of geographical range, the candidate pool will be narrowed
down to only a few power plants and therefore make the next validation step more
efficient.
2. Plant Filtering with Proportionality Validation
After the candidate pool is chosen, the proportionality of TDOAs of devices and
their physical distances to these generation plants are checked to further select the most
possible tripped plant. The residues for linear fitting can be used as the indicator of the
proportionality of the points concerned. In this approach, each possible power plant is
assumed to be the hypothesized event location, and the linear fitting is performed,
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residues are obtained. The event location can then be finalized by choosing the power
plant that has the minimum residue.
Least Square Method

As

shown in the figure above, the basic equations used in event location

triangulation can be drawn as:

Li is the distance between devicei and the event hypocenter, and
latitude and longitude of devicei location respectively.
determined by information from devicei and

and

are the

is the time of arrival

is actual event time. V is the wave

propagation speed. For simplification, we assume the wave propagation speed, V, is
unique in different directions. By solving these equations, the latitude

and longitude

of the disturbance center can be obtained.

Implementation of Interface
The LOD algorithm is encapsulated as dynamic‐link library (DLL) file to interface
with EPRI visualization software to ease the integration. Detailed information about
the input and output parameters of this DLL file is presented in the table below.
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Function

Input

Parameters

Comments

Device Configuration File

Includes geographical information of devices in XML format.

Event Frequency Data Files

The data files include time‐synchronized frequency data of all the
devices during the event time interval in CSV format. They are
generated by event detection module of EPRI software.

Event Margin per
Interconnection

Only if the tripping amount of an event in a certain interconnection is
larger than this number, the triangulation algorithm (the part that gets
event location) will be executed.

g_csLocation

Event location. Possible value: EI, WECC, TX

g_csPlants, g_csRegion,
g_csCity,g_csState, g_csZip,

Information of the power plant, to which the event is close. These
pieces of information are only available for EI events.

m_Year, m_Mon, m_Day;
m_Hour, m_Min, m_Sec;

Event time

g_iTripAmount

Amount of generation trip or load shedding(in terms of MW).

g_fLatitude, g_fLongitude

Estimated event location information. If the value is zero,it means
there is not sufficient data for computation of event location.

bGenTrip

Bool type value. If the value is TRUE, the event type is generation trip.
If the value is FALSE, the event type is load shedding.

Output
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